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bkhÊ¥ghl« - gFâ I - jÄœ

fhy msî : 3.00 kÂ neu« ]   [ bkh¤j kâ¥bg©fŸ : 90

12M« 

tF¥ò

(Édh¤jhŸ ÉilfSl‹)

m¿îiufŸ : (1)  mid¤J Édh¡fS« rÇahf¥ 
gâth» cŸsjh v‹gjid¢ 
r Ç g h ® ¤ J ¡  b f h Ÿ s î « , 
m¢R¥gâÉš FiwÆU¥ã‹, 
miw¡ f©fhÂ¥ghsÇl« 
cldoahf¤ bjÇÉ¡fî«.

  (2)  Úy« mšyJ fU¥ò ikÆid 
k £ L n k  v G J t j ‰ F « , 
mo¡nfhoLtj‰F« ga‹gL¤j 
nt©L«.

F¿¥ò          :     ÉilfŸ bjËthfî«, F¿¥ã£l 
msÉdjhfî«, brhªj eilÆY« 
mikjš nt©L«.

gFâ - I
mid¤J Édh¡fS¡F« Éil jUf.  [14 × 1 = 14]

1. á‰ã ghyR¥ãukÂa¤â‹ `ïsªjÄnH' ghlš ïl« 

bg‰w üš :

m) k°dÉ M) Ãyî¥ ó

ï) fh›aj®r‹ <) JiwKf«

2. ``fhÉbd« fynd; RU¡»bd« fy¥ig’’ - 

ï¤bjhlÇš ‘fy‹’ cz®¤J« bghUŸ

m) ntsh© fUÉ M) ngh®¡fUÉ

ï) j¢R¡fU <) ïir¡fUÉ=

3. khjÉ bg‰w g£l« :

m) eh£oa¥ ngbuhË M) e®¤j»

ï) jiy¡nfhÈ <) eh£oakôÇ

4. òaY¡F¥ bga® it¡F« T£lik¥ò ehLfŸ :

m)  g¤J ehLfŸ M) v£L ehLfŸ

ï) IªJ ehLfŸ 

<) gâbd£L ehLfŸ

5. j.e. r‰FzÇ‹ ciuia¡ nf£L¤ ö©l¥bg‰w 

kÆiy ÓÅ. nt§flrhÄ vGâa üš :

m) »¿¤JtK« jÄG« 

M) bgs¤jK« jÄG«

ï) ïRyhK« jÄG« 

<) rkzK« jÄG«

6. ïuhkÈ§f mofŸ ïa‰¿a üš :

m) âUtU£gh M) âUthrf«

ï) âU¡FwŸ <) âUkªâu«

7. `fhŒbeš' - ï¢brhšY¡fhd ïy¡fz¡ F¿¥ò:

m) c«ik¤bjhif M) g©ò¤bjhif

ï) Éid¤bjhif <) ctik¤bjhif

8. Kjš fš - v‹D« áWfijÆ‹ MáÇa® :

m) Fnyh¤J§f¢ nrhH‹

M) c¤jk nrhH‹

ï) ïuhruhr nrhH‹

<) ïuhnrªâu nrhH‹

9. ãiHa‰w bjhliu¡ f©l¿f.
m) br‹idÆÈUªJ ne‰W tªjh‹.
M)  nfhty‹ kJiu¡F¢ br‹wJ.
ï)  gwitfŸ beškÂfis ntfkhf¡ bfh¤â¤ 

â‹wJ.
<) Fâiuí« ahidí« ntfkhf XoaJ.

10. Rujh el¤âa fÉij ïjœ:
m) É©Û‹ M) ïy¡»a«
ï) fhÉa« <)   C®ty«

11. `bghŒah thd«' - ïy¡fz¡ F¿¥ò jUf.
m) <Wbf£l vâ®kiw¥ bgabu¢r«
M)  Éid¤bjhif
ï)  cÇ¢brhš bjhl®
<) bgabu¢r¤ bjhl®

12. mU§fhd« - òz®¢á Éâ jUf.
m) <Wnghjš, j‹ x‰W ïu£lš
M) <Wnghjš
ï) <Wnghjš, ïdÄfš
<) <Wnghjš, K‹Å‹w bkŒâÇjš

13. kiw¤J¢ brhšyî«, ÄF¤J¢ brhšyî«,  mG¤â¢ 
brhšyî« ga‹gL« ïy¡»a c¤â vJ?
m) bjh‹k« M) F¿pL
ï) gok« <) m§fj«

14. fh¥ãa« v¤jid tif¥gL«?
m) _‹W M) ïu©L

ï) eh‹F <) IªJ

gFâ - II - ãÇî - 1

vitnaD« _‹wD¡F Éil jUf.  [3 × 2 = 6]

15. fÉP® á‰ã vt‰iw ÉaªJ ghl, jÄÊ‹ Jiz 

nt©L« v‹»wh®?

16. Éy§FfS« gwitfS« v›thW eL§»ajhf 

e¡Ñu® TW»wh®?

17. trd«, fÉij - ntWghL jUf.

18. taY¡FŸ ahidia¤ jÅ¤J ÉLtjhš V‰gL« 

Éisî ahJ?

ãÇî - 2
vitnaD« ïu©lD¡F Éil jUf.  [2 × 2 = 4]
19. ò¡»š, j‹kid - áW F¿¥ò tiuf.

20. br‹idia my§fÇ¤j MWfis vGJf.

21. ã‹dÂ ïir, gl¤â‹ fh£áaik¥ò¡F v›thW 

cÆ%£L«? rh‹W jUf.

ãÇî - 3
vitnaD« VHD¡F Éil jUf.  [7 × 2 = 14]
22. ng¢R tH¡if vG¤J tH¡fhf kh‰Wf.

m)  ï¥g vd¡F¥ òÇŠR ngh¢R, Úí« òÇŠá¡nfh.

M)  ñ£lh©l btisah©l bfhaªijia m¥gh 

v§f ï°J»D nghdhU?

  vÈí« óidí« nghy

1 

gâî v©
bghJ¤nj®î khâÇ Édh¤jhŸ 1

jÄœ
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2       RuhÉ‹  jÄœ  12 M« tF¥ò  6-in-1 	bghJ¤nj®î khâÇ Édh¤jhŸ - ÉilfSl‹

23. Ñœ¡fhQ« brhšYUòfis¥ ãÇ¤J«, nr®¤J« 

ïUntW bjhl®fis mik¡f.

m) K‹  M)  jhnd  

24. bghUŸ ntWghl¿ªJ bjhl® mik¡f.

 â‹ik - â©ik

25. bjhlÇš cŸs kuò¥ ãiHfis Ú¡» vGJf.

m) gidk£ilÆš Tiu it¤âUªjd®.

M)  tdÉy§F¡ fh¥gf¤âš á§f¡ F£oí« 

ahid¡F£oí« f©nl‹.

26. ctik¤ bjhl®fis¢ brh‰bwhlÇš mik¤âLf.

m) m¢rhÂ ïšyhj nj® nghy

M) efK« rijí« nghy

27. tšÈd bkŒfis ï£L« Ú¡»í« vGJf.

m)  e« thœ¡ifÆ‹ ju« ekJ ftd¤â‹ ju¤ij 

bghW¤âU¡»wJ.

M)  ò¤jf« go¡F« bghGJ  T®ªj¡ ftd« 

m¿it bgWtj‰F« ts®¥gj‰fhd mo¥gil 

njitahF«.

28. VnjD« x‹wD¡F¥ gFgj cW¥ãy¡fz« jUf.

m) mk®ªjd‹ M) brŒj

29. VnjD« x‹wD¡F¥ òz®¢á Éâ jUf.

m)  v¤âir M) brªjÄnH

30. <uir¢ Ó®fŸ v¤jid? mit ahit?

gFâ - III - ãÇî - 1
vitnaD« ïu©lD¡F Éil jUf.  [2 × 4 = 8]
31. ``V§bfhÈ Ú® Phy¤J ïUsf‰W«'' - ïl« R£o¥ 

bghUŸ És¡f« jUf.

32. mârakyÇš ó¢bro v›thW Kis¤JŸsjhf 
jÄœeâ TW»wh®?

33. mâakhÅ‹ <if¥ g©ig áWghzh‰W¥gil 
tÊÃ‹W És¡Ff.

34. eh£oa mu§»‹ mik¥ig ïs§nfhtofŸ 
fh£á¥gL¤J« gh§F F¿¤J vGJf.

ãÇî - 2
vitnaD« ïu©lD¡F Éil jUf.  [2 × 4 = 8]
35. fiyKGik v‹whš v‹d? És¡Ff.

36. ngÇl® nkyh©ik thÇa« - És¡Ff.

37. br‹id efÇ‹ ngh¡Ftu¤J ts®¢á F¿¤J 

vGJf.

38. kÆiy ÓÅ. nt§flrhÄ Ãidî¢ áw¥ãjG¡F¢ 

brŒâfŸ cUth¡»¤ jUf.

ãÇî - 3
vitnaD« _‹wD¡F Éil jUf.  [3 × 4 = 12]
39. Vfnjr cUtf mÂ (mšyJ) bjhÊš ctik 

mÂia¢ rh‹Wl‹ És¡Ff.

40. ghlh© âizia¢ rh‹Wl‹ És¡Ff. 
41.  m«_tdh®, jiykf‹ gh§fD¡F ciu¤jjhf¡ 

TWtd ahit?

42. ã‹tU« gHbkhÊia thœ¡if ÃfœÉš mik¤J 

vGJf. 

m) CÊ bgaÇD« jh« bgauh® (mšyJ)

M)  To thœªjhš nfho e‹ik

43. fU¤J¥ gl¤ij¥ òÇªJ bfh©L g¤âahf vGJf.

r§f ïy¡»a§fŸ

v£L¤bjhif g¤J¥gh£L

mf« òw« mfK« 

òwK«

e‰¿iz òweh}W gÇghlš

FWªbjhif gâ‰W¥g¤J

I§FWüW

mfeh}W

fÈ¤bjhif

mf« òw«

F¿Šá¥gh£L kJiu¡fhŠá

Kšiy¥gh£L âUKUfh‰W¥gil

beLešthil bghUeuh‰W¥gil

g£od¥ghiy bgU«ghzh‰W¥ 

gil

áWghzh‰W¥gil

T¤juh‰W¥gil

                              gFâ - IV [3 × 6 = 18]
44.  m)  brŒªe‹¿a¿jny mw« v‹gij thíiw 

thœ¤â‹ Jiz bfh©L ÃWîf.

(mšyJ)

M)  v¢.V. »U£ozdh® `»¿¤Jt¡ f«g®' v‹gij 
E« ghl¥gFâ tÊ ÃWîf.

45. m)  ̀be»Ê jÉ®¤J Ãy¤ij ÃÄ®¤J’ 
v‹D« jiy¥ãš R‰W¢NHš M®ty® 
gRikjhrdhUl‹ Ú§fŸ el¤âa f‰gid¡ 

fyªJiuahlš fU¤Jfis¤ bjhF¤J 

vGJf.

(mšyJ)

M)  r§ffhy fšbt£il m¿ªJbfhŸs òf>® 

fšbt£L v›tifÆš JizòÇ»wJ? 

És¡Ff.

46. m)  ̀rhiy Ég¤âšyh¤ jÄœehL' - ï¡T‰W 
edthf eh« brŒa nt©oad ahit?

(mšyJ)
M)  ̀eof®  âyf«'  v‹w g£l« áthÍ¡F¥ 

bghU¤jkhdnj v‹gij ÃWîf.

gFâ - V
mokhwhkš brŒíŸ toÉš vGjf.  [4 + 2 = 6]
47. m.  ‘J‹ò csJ’ - vd¤ bjhl§F« f«guhkhaz¥ 

ghliy moãwHhkš vGJf.

 M. ‘braš’ vd Koí« FwŸ.  

ÉilfŸ

1.   M) Ãyî¥ ó

2.   <) ïir¡fUÉ

3.   ï) jiy¡nfhÈ

4.   M) v£L ehLfŸ

5.   m) »¿¤JtK« jÄG«

6.   m) âUtU£gh

7.   ï) Éid¤bjhif

8.   M) c¤jk nrhH‹

9.   m) br‹idÆÈUªJ ne‰W tªjh‹.

10.   ï) fhÉa«

11.   m) <Wbf£l vâ®kiw¥ bgabu¢r«
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12.   ï) <Wnghjš, ïdÄfš

13.   M) F¿pL 

14.   M) ïu©L

15.   (i)  fodkhd ntiyfis¢ brŒí« 

bjhÊyhs®fË‹ iffŸ, khiy neu¤âš 

NÇaÅ‹ brªÃw¡ fâ®fshš átªâU¡»w 

thd¤ij¥ nghš átªJ fhz¥gL«.

 (ii)  bjhÊyhs®fË‹ Éa®it btŸs« 

mt®fË‹ gU¤j njhŸ ÛJ K¤JfŸ áj¿aJ 

ngh‹W fhz¥gL«. ït‰iwbašyh« ÉaªJ 
ghl, jÄÊ‹ Jiz nt©L« v‹W fÉP® 

á‰ã TW»wh®.

16.    FË® ÄFâahš, Éy§FfŸ nkŒ¢riy kwªjd; 

Fu§FfŸ clš FW»¡ »lªjd; ku§fËš 

ïUªJ gwitfŸ Ãy¤âš åœªjd; ghš Fo¡f 

tU« f‹Wfis gR¡fŸ cij¤J¤ jŸËd. 

ï›thwhf gwitfŸ, Éy§FfŸ FË® ÄFâahš 

eL§»ajhf e¡Ñu® TW»wh®.   

17. trd« fÉij

vJif, nkhid 

ea§fŸ ïšyhkš, 

moasit m¿ª 

âlhkš vGJ»‹w 

vËa totnk trd« 

MF«.

a h ¥ ã y ¡ f z 

ÉâfS¡F c£g£L 

Ó®, mir, jis, 

mo, bjhil ghtif 

ït‰iw¡ bfh©L 

ïa‰WtJ  `fÉij' 

MF«.

18.   ahidahdJ taÈš jÅ¤J ÉLtjhš mJ 

c©Q« bešÈ‹ msit Él, mj‹ fhšfshš 

Äâg£L mÊí« bešÈ‹ msî mâfkhf ïU¡F«.

19.   ò¡»š: j‰fhÈfkhf j§FÄl« ò¡»š v‹W 

òweh}W F¿¥ã£LŸsJ.

 j‹kid: âUkz¤â‰F¥ ã‹ fztD«, kidÉí« 

bg‰nwhÇlÄUªJ ãÇªJ, jÅahf thGÄl« 

j‹kid v‹W r§f ïy¡»a« F¿¥ã£LŸsJ.

20.   bfh‰wiyahW, Tt«, milahW, ghyhW.

21.   ã‹dÂ ïir, âiu¥gl¤â‹ cz®îfis 

btË¡bfh©L tªJ fh£á mik¥ã‰F 

cÆ%£L»wJ.

 rh‹W : xU bg© r‹dš tÊahf bjUit¥ 

gh®¤J¡ bfh©oU¡»whŸ. m¥nghJ  xU k»GªJ 

òw¥g£L¢ bršY« xÈ ïiz¡f¥gL»wJ. bjUnth 

k»Gªnjh fh£l¥glÉšiy. xÈÆ‹ F¿¥ãÈUªJ 

mtis¥ gh®¡f tªjt® òw¥g£LÉ£lij m¿a 

Ko»wJ. 

22.   m)  ï¥bghGJ vd¡F¥ òÇªJÉ£lJ. Úí« 

òÇªJbfhŸ.

 M)  å£lU»š Éisahoa FHªijia m¥gh 

v§nf miH¤J¢ br‹wh®?

23.   m)  K‹  - mt‹ K‹tªJ T¿dh‹.

              mt‹K‹ tªJ T¿dh‹.

 M)  jhnd - f©z‹ jhnd všyh¥ gÂfisí« 

brŒjh‹.

    f©z‹jhnd všyh¥ gÂfisí« 

brŒjh‹.

24.   ãw®¡F¤ â‹ik brŒtij ÃW¤â mt®fË‹ 

kd¤â©ikia  ca®¤J.  

 (â‹ik - Ôik, â©ik - cWâ)

25.   m) gid Xiyahš Tiu ntŒªâUªjd®.

 M)  tdÉy§F¡ fh¥gf¤âš á§f¡ FUisí« 
ahid¡ f‹W« f©nl‹.

26.   m)   rh‹nwhÇ‹ tÊfh£Ljš ïšiy v‹whš 

m¢rhÂ ïšyhj nj®nghy k¡fŸ 

eštÊÆš bršy ïayhkš J‹òWt®.

 M)  fkyhî« Ñjhî«, efK« rijí« nghy 

ïiz ãÇahj njhÊfshf ïUªjh®fŸ.

27.   m)  e« thœ¡ifÆ‹ ju« ekJ ftd¤â‹ 

ju¤ij¥ bghW¤âU¡»wJ. 

 M)  ò¤jf« go¡F«bghGJ T®ªj ftd« 

m¿it¥ bgWtj‰F« ts®¥gj‰Fkhd 

mo¥gil¤ njitahF«.

28.   m) mk®ªjd‹  -  mk® + ¤(ª) + ¤  +m‹ +m‹ 

   mk®  -  gFâ

   ¤  -  rªâ (ª MdJ Éfhu«)

   ¤  -  ïwªjfhy ïilÃiy 

   m‹ -  rhÇia

   m‹  -  M©ghš ÉidK‰W ÉFâ

 M)  brŒj  -  brŒ + ¤ + m 
   brŒ  -   gFâ

   ¤  -  ïwªjfhy ïilÃiy

   m  -  bgabu¢r ÉFâ

29.   m) v¤âir - v + âir

    Éâ: v + âir - `ïašãD« ÉâÆD« Ã‹w 

cÆ®K‹ frjg ÄF«’ v‹w Éâ¥go v + ¤ + 

âir v‹wh» `v¤âir’ v‹W òz®ªjJ.

 M) brªjÄnH - br«ik + jÄnH

   ÉâfŸ: br«ik + jÄnH

    ̀<W nghjš' Éâ¥go `ik' ÉFâ bf£L `br« 

+ jÄnH' v‹whdJ. `K‹Å‹w bkŒ âÇjš' 

v‹w Éâ¥go tUbkhÊÆ‹ Kjš vG¤jhd 

`j' É‰F ïdkhd `ª' v‹w vG¤J njh‹¿ 

`brªjÄnH' v‹whdJ.

30.   <uir Ó®fŸ ïu©L tif¥gL«. mit kh¢ÓU«,  

És¢ÓU«. (njkh, òËkh; TÉs«, fUÉs«).

31.   ïl« : `j©oay§fhu«' v‹w mÂÆy¡fz üÈš 

bghUsÂÆš ïªj moahdJ ïl« bg‰WŸsJ.

 bghUŸ : kiyfS¡F ïilna njh‹¿, 

rh‹nwh®fshš (ca®ªnjh®) tz§f¥gL»‹w 

fâut‹, Xir Ãiwªj flš Úuhš NH¥g£LŸs 

ïªj cyf¤â‹ òw ïUis Ú¡F»wJ.

 És¡f« : kiyÆš njh‹¿ rh‹nwhuhš 

tz§f¥gL»‹w, ïUis¥ ngh¡F»‹w bghUŸfŸ 

ïu©L cŸsd. x‹W Ä‹diy¥nghš xË®»‹w 

fâut‹. k‰bwh‹W bghâifkiyÆš njh‹¿, 

ts®ªj, k¡fË‹ m¿ahik v‹D« ïUis¥ 

ngh¡F»‹w jd¡F ÃfÇšyhj jÄHhF«.
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7.  ãiHahd bjhliu¡ f©l¿f:

m) fhisfis¥ ó£o taiy cGjd®.

M)  kiyÛJ V¿¡ fšbt£Lfis¡ f©l¿ªjd®.

ï) fhisÆš  ó¤j kšÈif kd« åáaJ.

<) be‰gÆ®fŸ kiHÚÇš _œ»d.

8. ah®? vJ? M»a Édh¢brh‰fŸ gaÅiyahf 

mikªJ cz®¤J« âizfŸ Kiwna..........

m) m~¿iz, ca®âiz

M) ca®âiz, m~¿iz

ï) Éuî¤âiz, m~¿iz

<) Éuî¤âiz, ca®âiz

9. "jÅ¡F¿š K‹ x‰W cÆ®tÇ‹ ïu£L«"' - v‹D« 

òz®¢á Éâ¡F¢ rh‹W :

m) br«k© M)  v¤âir

ï) ó«ghthŒ <) cŸbsh‹W

10. bt©ghÉ‰FÇa Xir ..................

m) br¥gnyhir M) mftnyhir

ï) JŸsnyhir <) ö¡fnyhir

11. bghUŸ FH¥gÄ‹¿ vGJtj‰FÇa fhuz§fSŸ 

bghUªJtij¤ nj®f.

m)  njitahd ïl§fËš ïilbtËÉlhkš 

vGJjš

M)  njita‰w ïl§fËš ïilbtËÉ£L 

vGJjš

ï)  ÃW¤j‰F¿fis cÇa ïl§fËš ï£L 

vGJjš

<)    tšÈdbkŒfis¤ njitahd ïl§fËš 

ïlhkš vGJjš

12. gok« v‹gj‹ bghUŸ ...............

m) bghUŸ M) braš

ï) fh£á <) xÈ

13. 2014-ïš rh»¤âa mfhbjÄ ÉUJbg‰w `mŠPho' 

òâd¤â‹ MáÇa® ..........

m) c¤jk¢nrhH‹

M) ókÂ

ï) njh¥ãš KfkJ Ûuh‹

<) rhªjh j¤

14. `K¤J K¤jhŒ' v‹gj‹ ïy¡fz¡ F¿¥ò .........

m) g©ò¤bjhif 

M) mL¡F¤bjhl®

ï) Éidba¢r«

<) cUtf«

bkhÊ¥ghl« - gFâ I - jÄœ

fhy msî : 3.00 kÂ neu« ]   [ bkh¤j kâ¥bg©fŸ : 90

12M« 

tF¥ò

(Édh¤jhŸ ÉilfSl‹)

m¿îiufŸ : (1)  mid¤J Édh¡fS« rÇahf¥ 

gâth» cŸsjh v‹gjid¢ 

r Ç g h ® ¤ J ¡  b f h Ÿ s î « . 

m¢R¥gâÉš FiwÆU¥ã‹, miw¡ 

f©fhÂ¥ghsÇl« cldoahf¤ 

bjÇÉ¡fî«.

  (2)  Úy« mšyJ fU¥ò ikÆid k£Lnk 

vGJtj‰F«, mo¡nfhoLtj‰F« 

ga‹gL¤j nt©L«.

F¿¥ò          :     ÉilfŸ bjËthfî«, F¿¥ã£l 

msÉdjhfî«, brhªj eilÆY« 

mikjš nt©L«.

gFâ - I
mid¤J Édh¡fS¡F« Éil jUf.  [14 × 1 = 14]
1. ``cth cw tªJ TL«

 cLgJ ïuÉ x¤jh®'' - ah®, ah®?

m) rlhí, ïuhk‹ M) ïuhk‹, Ff‹

ï) ïuhk‹, R¡ßt‹ <) ïuhk‹, rgÇ

2. r§f fhy¤âš fz r_f¤J¡F¤ jiyik V‰wt® :

m) jhna M) jªijna

ï) jiyÉna <) jiytnd

3. bghU¤â Éil nj®f.

m) jÄœ mH»aš -  1.  guÈ.R.bešiya¥g®

M) Ãyî¥ó - 2. â.R.eluhr‹

ï) »il  - 3. á‰ã ghyR¥ãukÂa«

<) cŒí« tÊ  - 4. ».uh#ehuhaz‹

m) 4, 3, 2, 1 M) 1, 4, 2, 3

ï) 2, 4, 1, 3 <) 2, 3, 4, 1

4. `Kjš fš' áWfij cz®¤J« fU¤J :

m)  C® ïu©Lg£lhš T¤jho¡F¡ 

bfh©lh£l« 

M) jÅ ku« njh¥ghfhJ.

ï) jh‹ MlhÉ£lhY« j‹ jir ML«.

<) kh‰w« x‹nw khwhjJ.

5. kjuhr¥g£od« v‹W miH¡f¥g£l gFâfŸ ..............

m) tlbr‹id¥ gFâfŸ

M) bj‹ br‹id¥ gFâfŸ

ï) k¤âa br‹id¥ gFâfŸ

<)  ïit _‹W«

6. btŸs¢ rkbtËfŸ mÊa¡ fhuz« ..............

m) gUtÃiy kh‰w«

M) kzš mŸSjš

ï) ghiwfŸ ïšyhik

<) Ãy¤jo Ú® c¿Šr¥gLjš

RuhÉ‹ khâÇ Édh¤jhŸ 4
gâî v©
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gFâ - II  

ãÇî - 1
vitnaD« _‹wD¡F Éil jUf.  [3 × 2 = 6]
15. ``jiyair¤J cjW»wJ 

 Ûjkhd brh£L¡fis <ukhd ku§fŸ'' - ghlš 

tÇfŸ ïl« bg‰w üš vJ? MáÇa® ah®?

16. `v¤âirÆY« nrhW j£lhJ »£L« - ahU¡F?

17. ád¤ij V‹ fh¡f nt©L«?

18. Kf« KftÇa‰W¥ nghdj‰F Rfªâ R¥ãukÂa‹ 

TW« fhuz¤ij vGJf.

ãÇî - 2
vitnaD« ïu©lD¡F Éil jUf.  [2 × 2 = 4]
19. kÅj‹ j‹ nguhir fhuzkhf ïa‰if ts§fis¡ 

fLikahf¢ nrj¥gL¤âaj‹ Éisit ï‹W 

rªâ¤J¡ bfh©oU¡»wh‹ - ïU bjhl®fsh¡Ff.

20. Ñœ¤âir RtofŸ üyf« F¿¤J vGJf.

21. kzÈš vGâaJ Kjš j‰fhy« tiu vGJ« 

KiwÆš V‰g£LŸs kh‰w§fis¤ bjhF¤Jiu¡f.

ãÇî - 3
vitnaD« VHD¡F Éil jUf.  

22. bghUSz®ªJ brh‰bwhlÇš mik¤bjGJf : 

fs«- fy«

23. âUts®¢ bršt‹, âUts® bršt‹ - ït‰¿š 

rÇahd bjhl® vJ? mj‰fhd ïy¡fz Éâ ahJ?

24. bt©ghÉ‰FÇa jisfŸ ahit?

25. `khªnjh¥ò trªj¤â‹ g£lhil cL¤â ïU¡»wJ' 

- ïâš v›tif¥ gok« btË¥gL»wJ?

26. `ó«ghthŒ' - ãÇ¤J¥ òz®¢á Éâ TWf.

27. `É«K»‹w' - cW¥ãy¡fz« jUf.

28. ng¢RtH¡if vG¤J tH¡fhf kh‰Wf. ñ£lh©l 

btisah©l bfhaªijia m¥gh v§f ï°J»D 

nghdhU.

29. bjhlÇš cŸs ãiHfis Ú¡» vGJf.

m)  x›bthU åLfËY« üyf« cŸsJ.

M) eh‹ RLj©ÙÇš FË¤nj‹.

30. tšÈd bkŒfis ï£L vGJf.

m)  ghliy ghodh‹.

M) njU¡F br‹wh‹.

gFâ - III
MW tÇfS¡F Äfhkš ÉilaË¡fî«.  [7 × 4 = 28]

ãÇî - 1
vitnaD« ïu©lD¡F Éil jUf.  

31. thil¡fhy¤âš nfhty®fŸ v›thW ghJfh¥ig¤ 

njod®?

32. ``_‹whd fhy«nghš x‹W'' - vit? V‹?

33. ïuhkÈ§f mofŸ fªjntËl« v¤jifnah® 

cwînt©Lbkd¡ nf£»wh®?

34. tUgt® vtuhÆD« e‹¿ brY¤J

 - ïl« R£o¥ bghUŸ És¡Ff.

ãÇî - 2
vitnaD« ïu©lD¡F Éil jUf.  

35. r§f¥ghlšfËš xÈ¡nfhy« F¿¥ãl¤j¡f xU 

g©ghF« - És¡Ff.

36. Ú§fŸ MáÇa®fshdhš, khzh¡fiu m‹ãdhš 

v›tifÆš be¿¥gL¤Jå®fŸ?

37. m¿É‹ efu« br‹id v‹gj‰fhd rh‹WfŸ 

eh‹F jUf.

38. kiHbtŸs¥ ghâ¥ãÈUªJ fh¤J¡ bfhŸS« 

K‹bd¢rÇ¡if elto¡iffis¡ F¿¥ãLf.

ãÇî - 3
vitnaD« _‹wD¡F Éil jUf. 

39. bghUŸ nt‰Wik mÂia¢ rh‹Wl‹ És¡Ff.

40. ïy¡»a ea« ghuh£Lf. (ika¡fU¤Jl‹ 

vitnaD« _‹W ea§fŸ k£L«)

  ghiytd« nrhiytd khf nt©L«

   gR§»ËfŸ m§»UªJ ghl nt©L«

 rhiyfË‰ gybjhÊY« bgUf nt©L«

   rigfËny jÄbHGªJ KH§f nt©L«

 Óiycil fjUilahŒ¤ âfH nt©L«

   njrg¡â brÊ¤njh§» tsu nt©L«

 ntiyÆšyh¤ â©lh£l« xÊa nt©L«

   bt‰¿Æ‹ nkšbt‰¿ vk¡bfŒj nt©L«. 

 - njáa Éehaf« ãŸis.

41.  ã‹tU« jiy¥òfËš VnjD« x‹wD¡F fÉij 

òidf. brªjÄœ (mšyJ) Ãyh.

42. jÄHh¡f« jUf.

 Periyar was not only a great social revolutionarist; he 
was something more than that. He is known as a great 
champion of the under privileged ; even in this sphere 
he was much more than that. His sphere of activity was 
very wide and when he took up any issue he went deep 
into it, understood all the aspects of it and did not rest 
until he had found a permanent solution to it. Communal 
differences in our society were deep - tooted and appeared 
to be permanent features of our society until Periyar came 
on the scene.

43. gHbkhÊia thœ¡if ÃfœîfnshL bjhl®ògL¤â 

vGJf. 

 áW JU«ò« gšF¤j cjî«.

(mšyJ)

 f‰nwh®¡F¢ br‹w ïlbkšyh« áw¥ò 

gFâ - IV
ïUg¡f§fS¡F Äfhkš Éil jUf.  [3 × 6 = 18]

44. fÉij vGj m¿a nt©Ltdthf¢ Rujh 

TWtdt‰iw ÉtÇ¡f.
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(mšyJ)

 ``brŒªe‹¿a¿jny mw«'' v‹gij thíiw 

thœ¤â‹ Jiz bfh©L ÃWîf.

45. kÆiyah® X® ‘MuhŒ¢á¥ ngu¿P®’ v‹D« 

T‰¿id¢ rh‹WfSl‹ f£Liu¡f.

(mšyJ)

 kjuhr¥g£od¤âš cŸs eh‹F gFâfis¥ g‰¿ 

F¿¥ò tiuf.

46. bghW¥òz®¢áÆ‹¿ ïUªj Ciu¤ j‹ 
bghW¥òz®thš kh‰¿a kUjÅ‹ g©òey¤ij 
`Kjšfš' áWfij tÊna És¡Ff.

(mšyJ)

 rhiy Ég¤J V‰gLtj‰fhd fhuz§fisí« 

mt‰iw¤ jÉ®¡F« tÊfisí« vGJf.

gFâ - V
47.  mokhwhkš brŒíŸ toÉš vGJf.   [4 + 2 = 6]

 m.  ‘X§fÈil’ - vd¤ bjhl§F« j©oay§fhu¥ 

ghlš.

 M. ‘ád«’ vd Koí« Fw£gh.  

ÉilfŸ

1.   ï) ïuhk‹, R¡ßt‹

2.   m) jhna

3.   <)   2, 3, 4, 1

4.   M) jÅ ku« njh¥ghfhJ

5.   m) tlbr‹id¥ gFâfŸ

6.   M) kzš mŸSjš

7.   ï) fhisÆš ó¤j kšÈif kd« åáaJ.

8.   M) ca®âiz, m~¿iz

9.   <) cŸbsh‹W

10.   m) br¥gnyhir

11.   ï)  ÃW¤j¡F¿fis cÇa ïl§fËš ï£L 

vGJjš.

12.   ï) fh£á

13.   M) ókÂ

14.   M) mL¡F¤bjhl®

15.   ãwbfhU ehŸ nfhil - mŒa¥g khjt‹ fÉijfŸ, 

ma¥g khjt‹.

16.   fiy¤bjhÊš tšy òyt®fS¡F, v¤âir br‹whY« 

m¤âirÆš czî »il¡F«.

17.   xUt® j‹id¤jh‹ fh¤J¡bfhŸs ÉU«ãdhš, 

ád« thuhkš fh¤J¡ bfhŸs nt©L«; 

fh¡fhÉ£lhš, ád« e«ikna mÊ¤JÉL«.

18.   (i)  jd¡FŸns j‹id¤ bjhiy¤j ã‹ò jdJ 
Kf« KftÇa‰W¥ nghdJ v‹W Rfªâ 
R¥ãukÂa‹ TW»wh®.

 (ii)  ïW¡fkhd NHÈš j‹id RU¡»¡ bfh©l 
ã‹ò, jdJ milahs¤ij ïHªJ É£lij 
ï›thW mt® F¿¥ãL»wh®.

19.   (i)  kÅj‹ j‹ nguhir fhuzkhf ïa‰if 
ts§fis¡ fLikahf¢ nrj¥gL¤âdh‹.

 (ii)  mj‹ Éisit ï‹W mt‹ rªâ¤J¡ 

bfh©oU¡»wh‹.

20.   (i)  fhÈ‹ bk¡f‹áÆ‹ bjhF¥òfis 

mo¥gilahf¡ bfh©L 1869-ïš 

cUth¡f¥g£l üyf«.

 (ii)  ïªüyf« mÇa Xiy¢RtofŸ, 

jhŸ RtofŸ, ò¤jf§fŸ vd¥ bgU« 

bjhF¥òfis¡ bfh©lJ.

21.   (i)   g©ila fhy¤âš ãŸisfŸ KjÈš 

kzÈš vGâ¥ gHFth®fŸ. mjdhš 

mt®fSila vG¤JfŸ tÇirahfî«, 

e‹whfî« ïUªjd.

 (ii)   vG¤JfŸ x‹nwhblh‹W glhkš 

tÇnfhzhkš giHa fhy¤âš vGâdh®fŸ. 

vG¤JfË‹ cUt§fŸ gy fhykhf 

khwhkš ïUªjd.

 (iii)   j‰fhy¤âš khzh¡f®fS¡F vGJ« 

gH¡f« e‹whf c©lhf nt©Lbk‹W 

MáÇa®fŸ x›bthU ehS« mt®fis¤ 

jÅ¤jÅna VLfËš jh« nkny vGâ 

mij¥nghš vGâtu¢ brhšth®fŸ.

22.   ngh®¡fs¤âš ò©g£l åu®fS¡F fy¤âš Ú® 

ju¥g£lJ. 

23.   (i)  âUths® bršt‹ v‹gnj rÇahd¤ 

bjhluhF«.

 (ii) Éid¤bjhifÆš, tšÈd« ÄfhJ.

24.   bt©ghÉ‰FÇa jisfŸ :

 (i) ïa‰Ó®bt©lis

 (ii) bt©Ó® bt©lis

25.   Éid¥gok«.

26.   ó«ghthŒ =- ó++ ghthŒ

 Éâ - ó¥bga® K‹ ïdbk‹ikí« njh‹W«.

27.   É«K»‹w - É«K + »‹W + m
 É«K - gFâ

 »‹W - Ãfœfhy ïilÃiy

 m       - bgabu¢r ÉFâ

28.   å£lU»š Éisaho¡ bfh©oUªj FHªijia 

m¥gh v§nf ïG¤J¡bfh©L nghdh®?

29.   m)   x›bthU å£oY« üyf« cŸsJ.

 M)  eh‹ btªÚÇš FË¤nj‹.

30.   m)   ghliy¥ ghodh‹.

 M)  njU¡F¢ br‹wh‹.

31.   (i)  jhœthd gFâfËš bgU»a btŸs¤ij 

btW¤j, tisªj nfhiyíila nfhty®fŸ 

vUik, gR, ML M»a Ãiufis ntW 

nklhd Ãy§fËš nka É£ld®.
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Instructions : 
1.  Check the question paper for fairness of printing. 

If there is any lack of fairness, inform the  
Hall Supervisor immediately.

2.  Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline and 
pencil to draw diagrams.

Part - I
(i) Answer all the questions. (20×1=20)
(ii)  Choose the most suitable answers from the 

given four alternatives and write the answers 
along with the corresponding option codes.

Choose the most appropriate synonyms for the 
underlined words in the following sentences. 
1. ........ then as trade slackened we went over.
 (a) commenced (b) improved
 (c) continued  (d) reduced
2. ........ and no more humps to tantalize us with hopes of 

success.
 (a) attract  (b) disappoint
 (c) taunt  (d) encourage
3. You may ............ seeing your car pulled up by his 

insolence of office, feel that your liberty has been 
outraged.

 (a) rudeness  (b) greediness
 (c) laziness  (d) sloppiness
Choose the most appropriate antonyms for the 
underlined words in the following sentences. 
4. One does not feel wise, brave or more optimistic.
 (a) realistic  (b) pessimistic 

(c) pragmatic  (d) naturalistic
5. He had a malignant tumour of the bone.
 (a) harmful  (b) moderate
 c) benign  (d) terminal
6. She was a very frail girl.
 (a) strong (b) brilliant (c) wealthy (d) modern
7. Choose the correct American English word for 

'pavement'.
 (a) pedestal (b) scaffold (c) pavilion (d) sidewalk
8. Form a derivative by adding a suitable prefix to the 

rootword 'belief'.
 (a) mis__ (b) dis__ (c) non__ (d) un__

9. Choose the word that cannot be added after 'over' to 
form a compound word. 

 (a) piece (b) board (c) flow (d) coat
10. The study of principles of beauty is _____.
 (a) Numismatics 
 (b) Aesthetics
 (c) Phonetics  (d) Linguistics
11. A person who is unable to pay his debts is a _____.
 (a) traitor  (b) bankrupt
 (c) tyrant  (d) convict
12. Choose the right word to replace the phrasal verb in the 

following sentence.
 On hearing the shocking news, the woman passed out.
 (a) trembled (b) wailed (c) perspired (d) fainted
13. Choose the suitable meaning of the idiom in the 

following sentence.
 The medical shop is round the corner.
 (a) in the farthest end (b) near the junction
 (c) at a short distance (d) around the traffic circle
14. Choose the most appropriate word from the given 

confusables and fill in the blank.
 The astronomers recently ______ a new planet in our 

solar system. 
 (a) invented  (b) discovered
 (c) diagnosed  (d) investigated
15. Choose the right plural form of the word 'apparatus'.
 (a) apparatuses (b) apparati
 (c) apparatusis (d) apparaties
16. Choose the appropriate expansion of the acronym 

'PAN'.
 (a) Personal Aggregate Number
 (b) Private Authentic Number
 (c) Postal Assurance Number
 (d) Permanent Account Number
17. Choose the appropriate links from the following 

sentence.
 _______ my father arrived home, I narrated the incident.
 (a) As soon as (b) Besides
 (c) If  (d) Although
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18. Fill in the blanks with appropriate article.
 I am ________ eldest in the family.
 (a) an  (b) the
 (c) a  (d) none of the above
19. Identify the pattern of the following sentence.
 The child hid his toy car under the cot.
 (a) SVOA  (b) SVCA
 (c) SVOC  (d) SVIODO
20. Fill in the blank with the most suitable preposition.
 The sun faded ________ a stir of mist.
 (a) upon (b) behind (c) among (d) during

Part - II

Section - 1
Read the following sets of poetic lines and 
answer the questions that follow. Choose any 4 
sets. (4×2=8)
21. "We watched the mowers in the hay."
 (a) Who does 'we' refer to ?
 (b) What work do the mowers do ?

22.  "The giant wears the scarf, and flowers are hung."
 (a) Who is the giant here?
 (b) Mention the figure of speech used in this line.

23. "The Marshal's in the market-place
 And you'll be there anon."
 (a) Where does the soldier ask Napoleon to go ?
 (b) Why does he want the emperor to go there?

24. "Then the whining school-boy, with his satchel
 And shining morning face, creeping like snail"
 (a) What is a 'satchel'?
 (b) Identify the figure of speech used here.

25. "Life is a soft loam; be gentle; go easy."
 (a) Explain the comparison made here.
 (b) Pick out the words in alliteration.
26. "For some three suns to store and hoard myself,
 And this gray spirit yearning in desire."
 (a) Explain"three suns".
 (b) Who speaks these words ?

Section - 2
Answer any three Questions. (3×2=6)
27. Vivek is taking the kids on a picnic today. (Change the 

voice)

28. The curator of the museum said to the visitors, "Don't 
touch these paintings, please." (Change into indirect 
speech)

29. You should sleep well, otherwise you will ruin your 
health. (Change into complex using 'unless')

30. A young lady sold me this gold chain. I want to meet 
her. (Combine using the relative pronoun 'who')

Part - III
Section - 1

Explain any two of the following with reference 
to the context.  (2×3=6)
31. "He works his work, I mine."
32. "O sweet companions, loved with love intense,
 For your sakes, shall the tree be ever dear."
33. "Brutes have been gentled where lashes failed."

Section - 2
Answer any two of the following in not more 
than 30 words. (2×3=6)
34. Describe the appearance of Nicola and Jacopo.
35. What injuries did the Barnard couple sustain in the 

accident?
36. Why did Hillary become clumsy-fingered and slow-

moving?

Section - 3
Answer any three of the following. (3×3=9)

37. Describe the process of cleaning the salt-stained and 
slippery floor tiles in your washroom. 

38. A tenant is facing an acute water scarcity. He meets 
the landlord to explain the situation and request him 
to address the problem. Frame a dialogue between the 
tenant and the landlord discussing the issue.

39. Write a slogan for each of the following.
(a) to advertise a fairness cream.
(b)  to create awareness on the importance of educating girl 

child. 
(c) to advertise a baby food product. 
40. Complete the proverbs with the right options.
(a) The squeaky wheel gets the __________.
 (i) diesel (ii) resin (iii) grease (iv) water
(b)  People who live in glass houses should not throw 

_______.
 (i) pellets (ii) stones (iii) garbage (iv) marbles
(c) The ________ is always greener on the other side. 
 (i) brook (ii) parrot (iii) moss (iv) grass
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Part - IV
Answer the following.  (7×5=35)
41. Answer the following in a paragraph of about 150 

words. 
 (a)  Enumerate the eleven golden rules to be followed 

to prepare a perfect cup of tea, as suggested by 
George Orwell. 

(OR)
 (b)  How does A.G. Gardiner distinguish between 

individual liberty and social freedom through his 
essay 'On the Rule of the Road'?

42. Answer the following in a paragraph of about 150 
words. 

 (a)  How does Shakespeare describe the seven 
different roles played by man during his life-
time?

(OR)
 (b)  Bring out the qualities of the young French 

soldier as portrayed by the poet in "Incident of 
the French Camp". 

43. Answer the following in a paragraph of about 150 
words, by developing the given hints. 

 (a)  Aksionov - young merchant of Vladimir -lives 
with family - goes to Nizhny fair - meets a 
merchant friend - during travel - stays in an inn 
- leaves inn before daybreak - gets arrested - 
innocent prisoner - accused of murder - spends 26 
years in prison - meets Makar - Aksionov saves 
Makar - Makar feels guilty - confesses his Crime 
- Aksionov forgives criminal- dies peacefully.

(OR)
 (b)  Ausable - secret agent - in his room - criminal 

enters - holds a pistol - Ausable turns anxious - 
wants to save - important documents - spins a 
clever story - uses presence of mind - makes Max 
believe - presence of balcony - someone knocks 
door - Ausable says - called police to safeguard 
papers - Max gets terrified - jumps out - gets 
killed. 

44. (a)  Summarize the following passage in about 100 
words.

The three fundamental essentials for 
existence of man in this planet are food, clothing 
and shelter. In pre-historic times, human beings 
dwelt in caves to protect and shield themselves 
from wild animals and harsh weather conditions. 
In the course of evolution, man developed the 
ability to build his own shelters in convenient 
locations using the materials available locally. 
The concept of fabricated permanent shelters 
thus came into being. The term 'shelter' as a basic 

necessity is perceived differently by different 
people. People house themselves in different types 
of shelters based on the preferred geographical 
locations, climate, affordability, job or business 
based compulsions and availability of desired 
facilities and infrastructure. In remote Northern 
Polar Regions, people live in shelters made of ice 
blocks called 'igloos'. In deep jungles, the tribes 
live in stilted houses constructed out of materials 
available in the forest. In plains, people live in 
villages, suburbs and cities, where a multitude 
variety of need-based shelters are constructed. 
Most of the people in villages live in individual 
houses that are self-containing. In suburbs, people 
live in bungalow type houses in areas connected by 
roads and provided with basic amenities. In cities, 
we find people residing in individual houses as 
well as multi-storeyed buildings. The individual 
units in the multi-storeyed buildings are known 
as apartments. Here people share all common 
amenities and utilities. Gated communities are 
also formed, wherein a big cluster of individual 
houses are enclosed in an exclusive area with 
access control. People at times temporarily stay 
in farm houses for rest and relaxation. They stay 
there to manage cultivation and farming activities 
as well. Some people reside in ranch houses in 
order to monitor and take care of vast stretches 
of private lands that are usually not fenced.  
Man has thus learnt not only to put a roof over 
his head but also in a way that suits all his needs. 

(OR)
 (b)  Write the paragraph of about 150 words on the 

topic "The Importance of Personal Hygiene". 
45. (a)  Write a letter to the Headmistress of your school, 

requesting her to grant you to fee concession. 
Give reasons to support your application.

(OR)

 (b)  Write a letter to your friend, whose mother is 
admitted in hospital for a heart surgery. 

46. (a)  Read the following poem and answer the 
questions given below. 

  Gods are happy in their heaven, 
  When women are honoured upon the earth, 
  Not it is a favour for them,
  But to respect their merit alone.

  Their hopes do live in dreams at night, 
  To make them true in broad day-light,
  They don't have any sign in sight,
  This is in fact their miserable plight. 

  Women are holy by their birth, 
  Sacred are their ways of life,
  In pious ways they spare their time, 
  Serving, God through serving all.
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  If women are fearless, frank and free, 
  And lead a simple and humble life, 
  And treated with a sense of love,
  This world will turn a heaven indeed!
  Questions : 

(i)  When, according to the poet, do Gods in heaven 
feel happy?

(ii)  What is considered as the miserable plight of 
women?

(iii)  Why does the poet call the life of women sacred?
(iv)  How can this world be transformed into a heaven?
(v) Suggest a suitable title to the poem. 

(OR)
 (b)  Develop the hints into a story of about 150 

words. 
   An unhappy King - subjects very lazy - wants to 

teach - lesson - places a big stone - middle of a 
busy road - people pass - no one removes stone 
- stays there - one whole week - curse the King 
and Government - King orders soldiers - roll the 
stone aside - front of public - people find box - full 
of gold coins - a note reads - "gift to the one who 
removes stone" - people hang heads down - feel 
ashamed - King blames people - laziness and sense 
of irresponsibility. 

47. (a)  Spot the errors in the following sentences and 
correct them suitably.

  (i)  No sooner did the actor enter the stage, when 
the audience shouted in excitement. 

  (ii) Let's change the curtains today, can we?
  (iii)  Everyone know that smoking is injurious to 

health. 
  (iv)  We have decided to follow an uniform system 

of appraisal. 
  (v)  The sparrow is one of the most smallest birds 

I have seen.
 (b) Fill in the blanks appropriately :
  (i)  The children remained ________ for 

______ some time. (quite / quiet)
  (ii)  My parents __________ never ________ 

(beat) me so far. (use the correct tense 
form of the verb)

  (iii)  I ________ not violate the traffic rules at 
any cost. (use a semi-modal verb)

  (iv)  The manager congratulated the team 
members ________ the Management. (use 
a suitable prepositional phrase)

Answers
1. (d) reduced 
2. (c) taunt
3. (a) rudeness 
4. (b) pessimistic
5. (c) benign 
6. (a) strong
7. (d) sidewalk 
8. (a) misbelief
9. (a) piece 
10. (b) Aesthetics
11. (b) bankrupt 
12. (d) fainted
13. (c) at a short distance 
14. (b) discovered
15. (a) apparatuses
16. (d) Permanent Account Number
17. (a) As soon as 
18. (b) the
19. (a) SVOA 
20. (b) behind

21. (a) The word ‘We’ refers to the soldiers.
 (b)  The mowers will trim the grass and level the 

lawns.
22. (a) The casuarina tree is the giant here.
 (b)  Personification. (The tree wears a scarf. Human 

attitude is given to the tree).
23. (a)  The soldier asks Napoleon to go the German city, 

Ratisbon. 
 (b)  He wants the emperor to go there because the 

French army has conquered Ratisbon.

24. (a) 'Satchel' means a shoulder bag.
 (b)  ‘Simile’. The boy’s movement is directly 

compared, using the word, “like”.

25. (a)  Life is compared to a fertile soil. We can make our 
life fruitful, if we sow gentleness and take life as 
it comes.

 (b) Alliterated words : Life, loam.

26. (a)  The meaning of "Three suns" is three years. The 
king of Ithaca says that staying there for 3 years is 
a waste of time.

 (b) Ulysses, the King of Ithaca speaks these words.
27. The kids are being taken on a picnic by Vivek today.
28. The curator of the museum requested the visitors  

not to touch those paintings.
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29. Unless you sleep well, you will ruin your health. 

30. I want to meet the young lady, who sold me this gold 
chain.

31. Reference : This line is taken from the poem 
‘Ulysses’ written by Alfred Tennyson.

 Context : Ulysses has confidence that his son 
Telemachus fulfils his duties towards 
his subjects.

 Explanation : Ulysses is happy that his son would 
do his work blamelessly and he 
would pursue his quest for travel 
and knowledge. His son has the will 
to civilize the civilians in a tender 
way. Ulysses will do his work that his 
search for adventure.

32. Reference : This line is taken from the poem ‘Our 
Casuarina Tree’ by Toru Dutt.

 Context : The tree is dear to the poet, Toru Dutt, 
because she had spent happy moments 
under it with her siblings. She has 
brought out the theme of nature as 
something that shares feelings with 
humans, that lightens the burden on 
the heart.

 Explanation : The poet feels that the tree is dear to 
her not for its impressive appearance 
but for the nostalgic memories of her 
happy childhood that it brings to her.

33. Reference : This line is taken from the poem ‘A 
Father to his Son’ written by Carl 
August Sandburg.

 Context : The poet tells that humbleness and 
gentle nature can do wonder.

 Explanation : The poet insists that if we are gentle, 
we can make our life fruitful. At times 
gentleness overtakes harshness.

34. The elder boy was wearing an old damaged Jersey and 
cut-off Khaki pants. The other boy was slim and was 
wearing a shortened army tunic gathered in loose folds. 
Both of them had uncombed hair and brown skin. 
Nicola, the elder, was 13 years old and Jacopo was 12 
years old .

35. Dr. Barnard had eleven broken ribs and a perforated 
lung. His wife had a badly fractured shoulder.

36. Hillary became clumsy-fingered and slow-moving 
because his oxygen was getting exhausted.

37. Process of cleaning the salt-stained and slippery 
floor tiles.

 We have to use bleaching powder or soda ash on a 
regular basis for cleaning the washroom's floor. After 
taking precautionery measures, such as covering our 
nose with face mask and wearing hand gloves, we have 
to spray  strong acid on the floors. After few minutes,  
scrapping/scrubbing of the floor has to be carried out. 
After that, flushing with slightly alkaline water helps 
maintain the surface clean and sparkling.

38. Tenant : Good morning, sir. There is an acute 
water scarcity in your building.

 Landlord : What can I do for the water scarcity? 
There is no rain at all.

 Tenant : You can increase the depth of the current 
bore which is around 150 feet.

 Landlord : I have to see whether it is possible to 
increase the depth in the existing bore.

 Tenant : The houses, just beside our house, have 
got water at 500 feet depth. 

 Landlord : O.K. I will arrange to dig a new bore with 
500 feet depth, if deepening the existing 
bore is not possible.

 Tenant : Thank you. 
39. (a) For whiter and brighter skin.
 (b) Educate a girl and empower the nation.
 (c) A power that grows your Child.
40. (a) (iii) grease (b) (ii) stones
 (c) (iv) grass

41. (a)  ‘A Nice Cup of Tea’ by George Orwell is a discussion 
of the craft of making a cup of tea. The author 
gives eleven golden rules to prepare tea. First, he 
begins to insist on using an Indian or Ceylonese 
Tea, to feel wiser, braver and more optimistic.   
Tea should be made in small quantities in a 
China or earthenware. The pot should be warmed 
beforehand. Tea should always be strong and it 
should be put straight into the teapot. We should 
take the teapot to the kettle and after making tea, 
one should stir it well. Tea should be drunk out 
of a cylindrical type of cup, as it holds more tea. 
Milk that is too creamy always gives the tea, a 
sickly taste. So we should pour the cream off the 
milk. Next, one should pour tea into the cup first. 
Lastly, he says that we should drink tea without 
sugar. These are the controversial points to arise 
in connection with tea drinking.

(OR)
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INSTRUCTIONS
1. Check the question paper for fairness of printing. 

If there is any lack of fairness, inform the Hall 
Supervisor immediately.

2. Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline and 
pencil to draw diagrams.

Part - I
Answer all the questions. (20 × 1 = 20)

Choose the correct synonyms for the underlined 
words from the options given. 
1. Nicola was glaring at his young brother in vexation. 
 a) Approval b) Appreciation
 c) Annoyance d) Admiration
2. Suffering seems so cruelly prevalent in the world 

today.
 a) Common b) Scarce
 c) Abundant d) Meagre
3. Seeing your car pulled up by his insolence of office, 

feel that your liberty has been outraged. 
 a) Calmness b) Rudeness
 c) Closeness d) Attraction
Choose the correct antonyms for the underlined 
words from the options given. 
4. Let me state unequivocally that Tamil is one of the 

greatest classical literatures and traditions of the world. 
 a) Ambiguously b) Clearly
 c) Unmistakably d) Undoubtedly
5. China tea has virtues, which are not to be despised. 
 a) Hated  b) Loath
 c) Averted d) Liked
6. One night, we came upon them in the windy and 

deserted square. 
 a) Inhabited b) Unoccupied
 c) Crowded d) Shrouded
7. Choose the correct combination for the compound 

word “clear cut”.
 a) Adjective + Verb b) Gerund + Noun
 c) Noun + Noun d) Noun + Verb

8. Choose the correct expansion of GDP.
 a) Gross Domestic Product
 b) Gross Domestic Purchase
 c) Great Demand for Purchase
 d) Great Domestic Purchase
9. Choose the meaning of the foreign word in the sentence. 

English is the Lingua Franca of many countries. 
 a) Mother tongue b) Foreign language
 c) Unknown language d) Common language
10. Choose the right combination for the blended word 

“diplonomics”.
 a) Diplo + economics b) Diplomacy + economy
 c) Diplo + economy d) Diplomacy + economics
11. Choose the clipped word for “pianoforte”.
 a) Fort b) Pite c) Piano d) Piaforte
12. ‘Study of codes’ is called ______.
 a) Cynology b) Cryptology
 c) Criminology d) Cytology
13. Form a derivative by adding the right prefix to the 

word “argue”.
 a) Contra b) Counter c) Bi d) Pre
14. Fill in the blanks with a suitable relative pronoun.  

He _______ hesitates is lost. 
 a) whose  b) whom c) who d) that
15. Fill in the blanks with a suitable preposition. 
 Here is the watch that you asked __________.
 a) of  b) from 
 c) for  d) at
16. Choose the correct question tag for the following 

statement.  Let’s go to the beach _______?
 a) don’t we  b) do we 
 c) shall we  d) didn’t we
17. Choose the suitable meaning of the idiom found in the 

following sentence. 
 When asked to reconsider his decision, he put his foot 

down.
 a) Accepted  b) Refused
 c) Felt happy  d) Grew angry
18. Substitute the underlined word with the appropriate 

polite alternative. 
 She is a fat woman. 
 a) Bulky  b) Obese
 c) Full-figured d) Heavy weight
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19. Choose the correct sentence pattern for the following 
sentence. 

 The Headmaster sent the latecomer out. 
 a) S V C A  b) S V O A
 c) S V O C   d) S V IO DO
20. Fill in the blank with a suitable phrasal verb. 
 Prajeeth is ________ a placement in Australia. 
 a) longing on  b) longing to
 c) longing for d) longing of

Part - II

Section - 1
Read the following sets of poetic line and 
answer any four from it. (4 × 2 = 8)

21. “Our gates are strong, our walls were thick,
 So smooth and high, no man could win”
 a) How safe was the castle?
 b) What was the firm belief of the soldier?
22.  “A creeper climbs, in whose embrace bound
 No other tree could live.”
 a) Which tree is referred to in the above lines?
 b)  How does the tree survive the tight hold of the 

creeper?
23. “Then the whining school boy, with his satchel
 And shining morning face, creeping like snail Unwillingly 

to school.”
 a)  Which state of life is being referred to here by the 

poet?
 b) What are the characteristics of this stage?
24. ______ for my purpose holds.
 To sail beyond the sunset, and the baths
 Of all the western stars, until I die.
 a) What was Ulysses’ purpose in life?
 b) How long would his venture last?

25. “Let him have lazy days seeking his deeper motives
 Let him seek deep for where he is born natural”

 a) Why does the son need lazy days?

 b) What is the figure of speech used here?

26. ‘A film the mother eagle’s eye
 When her bruised eaglet breathes’

 a)  Who is compared to the mother eagle in the above 
lines?

 b) What are the alliterated words?

Section - 2
Answer any three of the following questions. 
 (3 × 2 = 6)
27. The pilot said to the passengers, “The plane will land in 

Delhi at 9 p.m.” (change into Direct speech)
28. Professor Usha is not only a writer but an orator. (Change 

the voice)

29. Rewrite the sentence making an inversion in the 
conditional clause. 

 If I had a car, I would drop you. 

30. I watched a fantastic movie 
 (Change the following into a complex sentence).

Part - III

Section - 1
Explain any two of the following with reference 
to the context.  (2 × 3 = 6)

31. “They seemed no threat to us at all”.
32. “Jealous in honour, sudden and quick in quarrel, 

seeking the bubble reputation”.
33. “I’m killed, Sire!” And, his Chief beside,
 Smiling, the boy fell dead. 

Section - 2
Answer any two of the following questions in 
about 30 words each.  (2 × 3 = 6)

34. What were the various jobs undertaken by Nicola and 
Jacopo?

35. How did the hospitalization of Dr. Barnard and his 
wife affect their routine?

36. Define liberty as perceived by A.G. Gardiner. 

Section - 3
Answer any three of the following questions.
 (3 × 3 = 9)
37. Write a slogan on each of the following topics.
  (a) Environment Day
 (b)  Water Conservation
 (c)  Junk Food

38. Write a dialogue of minimum 3 exchanges between a 
student and a cultural secretary. 

39. Describe the process of preparing onion raita.
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40. Complete the proverbs using the word given below.
 a) Brevity is the ________ of wit. (base, soul, root)
 b) ________ alone triumphs. (Truth, God, Love)
 c)  A man is known by the _______ he keeps. (company, 

neighbour, relatives)

Part - IV
Answer the following questions.  (7 × 5 = 35)
Answer in a paragraph in about 150 words. 
41. (a)  Justify the title of the story “Two gentlemen of 

Verona”.
(OR)

 (b) How does George L. Hart justify the statement that 
Tamil is a classical language?

42. (a) Describe the various stages of a man’s life picturised 
in the poem “All the World’s a Stage”.

(OR)
 (b) The young soldier matched his emperor in courage 

and patriotism. Elucidate your answer. 
43. Write the paragraph in about 150 words by developing 

the following hints. 
 (a) Ivan Dimitrich Aksionov - merchant in Vladimir - 

prone to drinking - goes to fair on business - meets 
another merchant - retire separately - stopped by the 
police - charged of murder and robbery - sentenced and 
sent to Siberia - 26 years in jail - new prisoner Maker 
Semyonich - admits his crime - Aksionv dies. 

(OR)
 (b) Group of school children - planet Venus raining for 

seven years - predicted sun - for two hours - children 
in activity - Margot thin girl - not mingling - children 
locked her in a closet - sun appeared - children played 
- rain clouds appeared - unlocked the closet - Margot 
came out - power of sun. 

44. (a) Write a summary (or) make notes of the following 
passage. 

 The aim of education is to enable the human personality 
to grow to its full stature. We have a body, a mind and 
a spirit. Accordingly, education aims at our physical, 
intellectual, spiritual and moral development.

 Games are a means of keeping the body healthy and fit. 
Physical fitness and freedom from all kinds of ailments 
are the desire and ambition of every human being. 
Indeed, good health is the first condition of happiness 
in life. Those who play games generally maintain 
good health. Games are an excellent means of bodily 
exercise. Whether it is sophisticated games like hockey, 
football and tennis or simple games like Kabaddi, they 
provide the much needed exercise to the body and thus 
keep the body healthy and strong. Players always have 

a better appetite and a better digestion than those who 
play no games or do exercises. Games not only make 
the body healthy and strong, but also make it muscular.

(OR)
 (b) Write a Paragraph about “My Dream House”.
45. 
(a)  You have got a job offer for the post of clerk at 

Cheyyar Constructions Pvt. Ltd, Mount Road,  
Chennai - 2, but cannot join on time due to some 
urgent work at home. Write a letter to the HR (Human 
Resource) Manager of that company, and in your letter

 say why you are writing,
 explain your situation,
 what you want to request from Manager. (Write XXX 

for your name and YYY for your address).
(OR)

(b) Write a paragraph of 150 words on “Newspaper 
Reading”.

46. 

(a)  Spot the errors and rewrite the sentence correctly. 
 a) He gave a lot of advices.
 b) I have finished my meals.
 c) They discussed about politics.
 d) Though he is ill, but he attends the class. 
 e) If they had contacted me. I would help them.

(OR)

(b) Fill in the blanks correctly.
 a)  I can’t ________ the heat, if I walk on ________ 

foot. (bare, bear)
 b)  __________ you excuse me for a moment?  

(Use a modal verb)
 c)  You _______ not lose any more weight. You are 

already slim. (Use a semi-modal verb)
 d)  My brother _________ (buy) a bike recently.  

(Use a proper tense)

47. 

(a)  Write a letter to your cousin congratulating him / her 
on being declared the best sportsperson of his / her 
college.

(OR)
(b) Read the following passage and answer the questions 

in your own words.
 Kabbadi is a contact team sport that originated in Tamil 

Nadu. It is the national sport of Bangladesh. Kabbadi 
is played between two teams of seven players, the 
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Instructions : 
1) Check the question paper for  fairness of printing. 

If there is any lack of fairness, inform the Hall 
Supervisor Immediately.

2) Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline and 
pencil to draw diagrams

Part - I
Note : (i) Answer all the questions. [20 × 1 = 20]
  (ii) Choose the most appropriate answer from the 

given four alternatives and write the option 
code and the corresponding answer.

1. Who is regarded as the Father of Modern Macro 
Economics?
(a) Karl Marx  (b) Adam Smith
(c) J.M.Keynes  (d) Ragnar Frisch

2. Macro economics is a study of _______. 
(a) Aggregates  (b) Individuals
(c) Firms   (d) a nation

3. Primary sector is _______.
(a) Construction  (b) Industry
(c) Trade   (d) Agriculture

4. J.B. Say is a _______.
(a) New Economist
(b) Neo Classical Economist
(c) Classical Economist
(d) Modern Economist

5. Lower interest rates are likely to :
(a) Increase borrowing and spending
(b) Decrease in consumption
(c) Increase cost of borrowing
(d) Encourage saving

6. The Multiplier is calculated as :
(a) 1/(1–MPC)  (b) 1/MPS
(c) 1/MPC   (d) (a) and (b)

7. The term Super Multiplier was first used by :
(a) Keynes   (b) J.R.Hicks
(c) R.G.D. Allen  (d) Kahn

8. The RBI Headquarters is located at :
(a) Bengaluru  (b) Delhi
(c) Chennai   (d) Mumbai

9. Which one is Primary Function of Money?
(a) Basis of the Credit System
(b) Medium of Exchange
(c) Store of Value
(d) Standard of Deferred Payments

10. NABARD was set up in :
(a) July 1992   (b) July 1962
(c) July 1972   (d) July 1982

11. Expansion of RRBs :
(a) Regional Residual Banks
(b) Regional Reserve Banks
(c) Regional Rural Banks
(d) Regional Railway Banks

12. Exchange rates are determined in :
(a) Capital Market
(b) Money Market
(c) Foreign Exchange Market  
(d) Stock Market 

13. Balance of Payment includes :
(a) Merchandise trade only
(b) Visible items only
(c) Invisible items only
(d) Both visible and invisible items

14. Find out the non-Tax Revenue :
(a) Surcharge   (b) Income Tax
(c) Cess   (d) Fees

15. The Modern State is :
(a) Police State  (b) Laissez-Faire State
(c) Aristocratic State (d) Welfare State

16. Which one of the following causes global warming?
(a) Increasing temperature
(b) Earth gravitational force
(c) Oxygen
(d) Centripetal force
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17. Expansion of NITI Aayog :
(a) National Institution for Transforming India
(b) National Institute to Transport in India
(c) National Institute for Trade in India
(d) National Institution for Tomorrow's India

18. Planning Commission was set up in the year :
(a) 1948   (b) 1950
(c) 1951   (d) 1947

19. The data collected by questionnaire :
(a) Grouped data  (b) Primary data
(c) Secondary data (d) Published data

20. Short-term plan is also known as _______.
(a) De-rolling Plans (b) Controlling Plans
(c) De-controlling Plans (d) Rolling Plans

Part - II
Note :  Answer any seven questions. Question  

No. 30 is compulsory. 7 × 2 = 14
21. Define the term 'Inflation'.
22. Give the meaning of National Income.
23. Write Say’s "Law of Market".
24. Define Multiplier.
25. What is plastic money? Give example.
26. What are the primary functions of Commercial 

Banks?
27. Mention any two objectives of ASEAN.
28. Define Public Finance.
29. Write any four functions of NITI Aayog.
30. Write a short note about 'Father of Statistics'.

Part - III
Note :  Answer any seven questions. Question  

No. 40 is compulsory. 7 × 3 = 21
31. State the importance of Macro Economics.
32. What do you mean by the term "Personal Income"?
33. Explain the following in short

(i) Seasonal unemployment
(ii) Frictional unemployment
(iii) Educated unemployment

34. Specify the uses of Multiplier.
35. What are the determinants of Money Supply?
36. Write any three differences between "Internal Trade" 

and "International Trade".
37. Find the Standard Deviation of the following data.

14, 22, 9, 15, 20, 17, 12, 11 
38. Describe Canons of Taxation.
39. Write a note on (a) Climate change    (b) Acid rain
40. What are Major Functions of WTO?

Part - IV
Note : Answer all the questions:. 7 × 5 = 35
41. (a)  Compare the features of Capitalism and Socialism.

(OR)
 (b)  Explain the Importance of National Income.
42. (a) Describe the types of unemployment.

(OR)
 (b)  Explain Keynes Psychological law of consumption 

function with diagram.
43. (a)  What are the causes of Inflation in India?

(OR)
 (b)  What are the objectives of Monetary Policy? 

Explain it.
44. (a)  Explain and illustrate how the rate of Exchange is 

determined.
(OR)

 (b) Write note on :    i)   SAARC          ii)  BRICS.
45. (a)  Bring out the Merits of Indirect Taxes and Direct 

Taxes.
(OR)

 (b)  Elucidate the Nature and Scope of Statistics.
46. (a)  Describe different types of Planning.

(OR)
 (b)  Calculate the Karl Pearson's Co-efficient of 

Correlation from the following data.
Demand of 
Product X :

23 27 28 29 30 31 33 35 36 39

Sale of 
Product Y :

18 22 23 24 25 26 28 29 30 32

47. (a)  What are the causes for increasing public debt?
(OR)

 (b)  Define - Air pollution and mention the causes of 
Air pollution.

ANSWER
Part - I

1. (c) J.M.Keynes
2. (a) Aggregates
3. (d) Agriculture
4. (c) Classical Economist
5. (a) Increase borrowing and spending
6. (d) (a) and (b)
7. (b) J.R.Hicks
8. (d) Mumbai
9. (b) Medium of Exchange
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10. (d) July 1982
11. (c) Regional Rural Banks
12. (c) Foreign Exchange Market  
13. (d) Both visible and invisible items
14. (d) Fees
15. (d) Welfare State
16. (a) Increasing temperature
17. (a) National Institution for Transforming India
18. (b) 1950
19. (b) Primary data
20. (b) Controlling Plans

Part - II
21. (i)  Inflation refers to steady increase in general 

price level.
(ii) Estimating the general price level by 

constructing various price index numbers 
such as wholesale price Index, Consumer Price 
Index etc, are needed.

22. According to Alfred Marshall, “The labour and capital 
of a country acting on its natural resources produce 
annually a certain net aggregate of commodities, 
material and immaterial including services of all 
kinds. This is the true net annual income or revenue 
of the country or national dividend”.

23. J.B. Say enunciated the proposition that “Supply 
creates its own demand”. Hence there cannot 
be general over production or the problem of 
unemployment in the economy.

24. (i)  The multiplier is defined as the ratio of the 
change in national income to change in 
investment.

(ii) If ΔI stands for increase in investment and ΔY 
stands for resultant increase in income, the 
multiplier K =ΔY/ΔI.

(iii) Since ΔY results from ΔI, the multiplier is 
called investment multiplier.

25. (i) The latest type of money is plastic money.
(ii) Plastic money is one of the most evolved forms 

of financial products.
(iii) Plastic money is an alternative to the cash (or) 

the standard money.
 For example : Cash cards, Credit cards, Debit 

cards, Pre-paid, Store cards, Smart cards etc.
26. Objectives of Monetary Policy :

(1) Neutrality of Money : Economists like Wicksteed, 
Hayek and Robertson are the chief exponents of 
neutral money. They hold the view that monetary 
authority should aim at neutrality of money in 
the economy. Monetary changes could be the 
root cause of all economic fluctuations.

27. (i)  To accelerate the economic growth, social 
progress and cultural development in the 
region.

 (ii) To serve as a centre of information and as an 
ASEAN link with other international organizations.

28. According to Huge Dalton“Public finance is one of 
those subjects that lie on the border line between 
Economics and Politics. It is concerned with income 
and expenditure of public authorities and with the 
adjustment of one to the other”.

29. The function of NITI Aayog are 
(i) Co-operative and competitive Federalism
(ii) Shared National Agenda
(iii) Decentralized planning 
(iv) Vision and scenario planning   

30. The fundamental principles of statistics were 
developed by the biologist, Ronald fisher who lived 
in England during the last century. His studies in 
statistics led to the synthesis of evolution and modern 
genetics.

Part - III
31. The importance and the need for introducing a 

macro outlook of an economy are given below.
(i) There is a need to understand the functions 

of an economy at the aggregate level to evolve 
suitable strategies and to solve the basic problems 
prevailing in an economy.

(ii) Understanding the future problems, needs and 
challenges of an economy as a whole.

(iii) Macro economics provides ample opportunities 
to use scientific investigation to understand the 
reality.

(iv) Macro economics helps to make meaningful 
comparison and analysis of economic indicators.

(v) Macro economics helps for better prediction 
about future.

32. (i) Personal income is the total income received 
by the individuals of a country from all sources 
before payment of direct taxes in a year.

 (ii) Personal income is never equal to the national 
income, because the former includes the 
transfer payments whereas they are not 
included in national income.

33. (i) Seasonal unemployment :
(1) This type of unemployment occurs during 

certain seasons of the year.
(2) In agriculture and agro based industries 

like sugar, production activities are carried 
out only in some seasons.

(3) These industries offer employment only 
during the season in a year.
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(ii) Frictional unemployment (Temporary 
unemployment) :
(1) Frictional unemployment arises due to 

imbalance between supply of labour and 
demand for labour.

(2) The persons who lose jobs and in search 
of jobs are also included under frictional 
unemployment

(iii) Educated unemployment :
(1) Sometimes educated people are under 

employment or unemployed when 
qualification does not match the job.

(2) Faulty education system, Lack of 
employable skills, mass student turnout 
and preference for white collar jobs 
are highly responsible for educated 
unemployment in India.

34. Uses of Multiplier :  
(i) Multiplier highlights the importance of 

investment in income and employment theory.
(ii) The process throws light on the different stages 

of trade cycle.
(iii) It also helps in bringing the equality between S 

and I.
(iv) It helps in formulating Government policies.
(v) It helps to reduce unemployment and achieve 

full employment.
limitations of Multiplier :
(i) Payment towards past debts : If a portion of 

the additional income is used for repayment of 
old loan, the MPC is reduced and as a result the 
value of multiplier is cut.

(ii) Non availability of consumer goods : The 
multiplier theory assumes instantaneous 
supply of consumer goods following demand. 
But there is often a time lag.

(iii) Full employment situation : Under conditions 
of full employment, resources are almost fully 
employed. So additional investment will lead 
to inflation only, rather than generation of 
additional real income.

35. (i)  Current Deposit Ratio (CDR) : It is the ratio 
of money held by the public in currency to that 
they hold in bank deposits.

(ii) Reserve Deposit Ratio (RDR) : Reserve money 
consists of two things (a) vault cash in banks and 
(b) deposits of commercial banks with RBI.

(iii) Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) : It is the fraction of 
the deposits the banks must keep with RBI.

(iv) Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR) : It is the fraction 
of the total demand and time deposits of the 
commercial banks is the form of specified liquid 
assets.

36. 
S. 

No. Internal Trade International Trade

1. Trade takes place 
between different 
individual and firms 
within the same 
nation.

Trade takes place 
between different 
individual and firms in 
different countries.

2. Labour and capital 
move freely from one 
region to another.

Labour and capital do 
not move easily from one 
nation to another.

3. There is only one 
common currency.

There are different 
currencies.

4. There will be free flow 
of goods and services 
since there are no 
restrictions.

Goods and services do 
not easily move from 
one country to another 
since there are a number 
of restrictions like tariff 
and quota.

5. The physical and 
geographical 
conditions of a 
country are more or 
less similar.

There are differences 
in physical and 
geographical conditions 
of the two countries.

6. Trade and financial 
regulations are more 
or less the same.

Trade and financial 
regulations such as 
interest rate, trade laws 
differ between countries.

7. There is no difference 
in political affiliations, 
customs and habits 
of the people and 
government policies.

Differences are 
pronounced in political 
affiliations, habits and 
customs of the people 
and government policies.

37. 

Sl. 
No. X X–X (X–X)2

1 14 (14–15) = – 1 1
2 22 (22–15) = 7 49
3 9 (9–15) = –6 36

4 15 (15–15) = 0 0

5 20 (20–15) = 5 25
6 17 (17–15) = 2 4
7 12 (12–15) = –3 9
8 11 (11–15) = –4 16

N = 8 ∑ =X 120 0
∑ − =( )X X

2
140
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Instructions : 
1) Check the question paper for  fairness of printing. 

If there is any lack of fairness, inform the Hall 
Supervisor Immediately.

2) Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline and 
pencil to draw diagrams

Part - I
Note : (i) Answer all the questions. [20 × 1 = 20]
  (ii) Choose the most appropriate answer from the 

given four alternatives and write the option 
code and the corresponding answer.

1. Planning Commission was set up in the year:
(a) 1947 (b) 1950 (c) 1948 (d) 1951

2. Favourable trade means value of exports are _____ 
than that of Imports.
(a) more or less equal (b) more
(c) equal   (d) less 

3. Mild Inflation is also known as ______.
(a) Creeping Inflation (b) Walking Inflation
(c) Galloping Inflation (d) Running Inflation

4.   The RBI Headquarters is located at : 
(a) Mumbai   (b) Delhi
(c) Bengaluru  (d)   Chennai

5. Indicate the contribution of J.M. Keynes to 
Economics:  
(a) Capital   (b) Wealth of Nations
(c) Public Finance (d) General Theory

6. The Average Propensity to consume is measured by:
(a) Y / C   (b) C / Y
(c) C + Y   (d) C × Y 

7. Sources  of Secondary data are ______. 
(a) Published sources
(b) Unpublished sources
(c) Neither published nor unpublished sources
(d) Both (a) and (b)

8. J.B. Say is a ________.
(a) Modern Economist
(b) Neo Classical Economist
(c) New Economist
(d) Classical Economist

9. Acid rain is one of the consequences of  ______.
(a) Land pollution (b) Air pollution 
(c) Noise pollution (d) Water pollution 

10. The term MEC was introduced by: 
(a) Ricardo   (b) Adam Smith
(c) Malthus   (d) J.M. Keynes

11. A Commercial Bank is an Institution that provides 
services :
(a) Accepting deposits (b) Providing loans
(c) Both (a) and (b) (d) None of the above

12. GDP deflator  ___________.

(a) 
Nominal NDP

Real NDP
× 100 

(b) 
Nominal GNP

Real GNP
× 100 

(c) 
Nominal NNP

Real NNP
× 100 

(d) 
Nominal GDP

Real GDP
× 100 

13. Per capita Income is obtained by dividing the 
National Income by:
(a) Expenditure  (b) Production 
(c) GNP 
(d) Population of  a country 

14. Say's law of Market assumes :  
(a) Short-run analysis (b) Full employment 
(c) Imperfect competition
(d) Under employment 

15. Trade between two countries is known as _____.
(a) Internal trade  (b) Home trade
(c) External trade  (d) None of the above

16. New Development Bank is associated with :
(a) SAARC   (b) BRICS
(c) ASEAN   (d) WTO 

17. The branches of the subject Economics is :
(a) Demand and Supply
(b) Wealth and Welfare  (c) Micro and Macro
(d) Production and Comsumption
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18. Who will act as the banker to the Government of 
India?
(a) ICICI   (b) SBI
(c) RBI   (d) NABARD

19. The Modern State is : 
(a) Welfare state  (b) Laissez-faire state
(c) Police state  (d) Aristocratic state 

20. The Chairperson of NITI Aayog is ________.
(a) Vice-president  (b) Prime Minister
(c) Finance Minister (d) President

Part - II
Note :  Answer any 7 questions. Question No. 30 is 

Compulsory. 7 × 2 = 14
21. Define Macro Economics.
22. Write the formula for calculating GNP.
23. What is the main feature of rural unemployment?
24. What do you mean by propensity to consume?
25. Define Commercial Bank.
26. What do you mean by FOREX? 
27. What is public revenue?
28. Define Global Warming.
29. What is statistics?
30. What are the types of Local bodies? 

Part - III
Note :  Answer any  7 questions. Question No. 40 is 

Compulsory. 7 × 3 = 21
31. Describe the different types of economic systems.
32. Write a short note on per capita income.
33. Explain the following in short:  

(a)   Seasonal unemployment
(b)   Frictional unemployment
(c)   Educated unemployment

34. What are the functions of statistics?
35. What are the determinants of money supply?
36. Specify the functions of IFCI. 
37. What are the functions of Modern State?
38. Write a note on :

(a)   Climate change
(b) Acid rain

39. Elucidate major cause of vicious circle of poverty 
with diagram.

40. Mention the kinds of Multiplier. Give any two uses 
of multiplier.

Part - IV
Note :  Answer all the questions. 7 × 5 = 35
41. (a)  Explain the two sector circular flow model with 

diagram. 
(OR)

 (b) Describe the phases of trade cycle. 

42. (a) Explain the operation of the Accelerator.
(OR)

 (b) Describe different types of planning.
43. (a) Explain the role of Commercial Banks in economic 

development. 
(OR)

 (b) Find the Standard Deviation of the following data: 
  14, 22, 9, 15, 20, 17, 12, 11
44. (a) Explain the relationship between Foreign Direct 

Investment and economic development. 
 (OR)
 (b) Write a note on:
  (i)   SAARC (ii)  BRICS
45. (a) Describe Canons of Taxation.

(OR)
 (b) What are causes of Water Pollution? 
46. (a) Explain the 3 sector circular flow model with 

diagram. 
(OR)

 (b) Compare the feature among Capitalism, Socialism 
and Mizedism. 

47. (a) Describe the functions of Reserve Bank of India. 
 (OR)
 (b) Explain primary and secondary functions of 

Money. 


ANSWER
Part - I

1. (b) 1950
2. (b) more
3. (a) Creeping Inflation
4. (a) Mumbai
5. (d) General Theory
6. (b) C / Y 
7. (d) Both (a) and (b)
8. (d) Classical Economist
9. (b) Air pollution 
10. (d) J.M. Keynes
11. (c) Both (a) and (b)

12. (d) Nominal GDP

Real GDP
× 100 

13. (d) Population of a country
14. (b) Full employment
15. (c) External trade
16. (b) BRICS
17. (c) Micro and Macro
18. (c) RBI
19. (a) Welfare state
20. (b) Prime Minister
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Part - II
21. (i) The word ‘Macro’ is derived from the Greek 

word ‘Makros’ meaning ‘large’ - Hence, Macro 
Economics is the study of the economy as a 
whole.

 (ii) In other words macro economics deals 
with aggregates such as national income, 
employment and output. Macro Economics is 
also known as “Income theory”.

22. GNP at market prices = GDP at market prices + Net 
factor income from Abroad.
GNP = C + I + G + ((X–M) + (R – P))
 C - Consumption Expenditure
 I - Investment Expenditure
 G - Government Expenditure
X–M -  Difference between value exports and 

imports of goods.
R–P - Net factor income from abroad

23. India’s rural economy has both unemployment 
and underemployment. The major feature of rural 
unemployment is the existence of unemployment in 
the form of disguised unemployment and seasonal 
unemployment.

24. (i)  Propensity to consume refers to income 
consumption relationship.

 (ii) When income increases consumption  also 
increases.

25. Commercial bank refers to a bank, or a division of a 
large bank, which more specifically deals with deposit 
and loan services provided to corporations or large/
middle-sized business - as opposed to individual 
members of the public/small business.

26. FOREX refers to foreign currencies. The mechanism 
through which payments are effected between two 
countries having different currency systems is called 
FOREX system. It covers methods of payment, rules 
and regulations of payment and the institutions 
facilitating such payments.

27. Public revenue deals with the methods of raising 
public revenue such as tax and non-tax, the principles 
of taxation, rates of taxation, impact, incidence and 
shifting of taxes and their effects.

28. Global warming is the current increase in temperature 
of the earth’s surface (both land and water) as well as 
its atmosphere.

29. (i) Statistics as a science of estimates and 
probabilities. 

 (ii) Statistics may be defined as the collection, 
organisations, presentation, analysis and 
interpretation of numerical data.

30. (i) Village Panchayats.
(ii) District Boards or Zila Parishads
(iii) Municipalities
(iv) Municipal Corporations. 

Part - III
31. There are three major types of economic systems. 

They are,
(i) Capitalistic Economy (Capitalism) : Capitalistic 

economy is also termed as a free economy or 
market economy where the role of the government 
is minimum and market determines the economic 
activities.

(ii) Socialistic Economy (Socialism) : Socialism refers 
to a system of total planning, public ownership 
and state control on economic activities.

(iii) Mixed Economy (Mixedism) : In a mixed economy 
system both private and public sectors co-exist and 
work together towards economic development.

32. (i)  The average income of a person of a country in 
a particular year is called Per Capita Income.

(ii) Per capita income is obtained by dividing 
national income by population.

Per Capita Income  =  National income
Population

33. (a) Seasonal unemployment :
(1) This type of unemployment occurs during 

certain seasons of the year.
(2) In agriculture and agro based industries like 

sugar, production activities are carried out 
only in some seasons.

(3) These industries offer employment only 
during the season in a year.

(b) Frictional unemployment (Temporary 
unemployment) :
(1) Frictional unemployment arises due to 

imbalance between supply of labour and 
demand for labour.

(2) The persons who lose jobs and in search 
of jobs are also included under frictional 
unemployment.

(c) Educated unemployment :
(1) Sometimes educated people are under 

employment or unemployed when 
qualification does not match the job.

(2) Faulty education system, Lack of employable 
skills, mass student turnout and preference 
for white collar jobs are highly responsible 
for educated unemployment in India.

34. (i)   Statistics presents facts in a definite form.
(ii) It simplifies mass of figures.
(iii) It facilitates comparison.
(iv) It helps in formulating and testing.
(v) It helps in prediction.
(vi) It helps in the formulation of suitable policies.

35. (i) Current Deposit Ratio (CDR) : It is the ratio 
of money held by the public in currency to that 
they hold in bank deposits.
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 (ii) Reserve Deposit Ratio (RDR) : Reserve money 
consists of two things (a) vault cash in banks and 
(b) deposits of commercial banks with RBI.

 (iii) Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) : It is the fraction of 
the deposits the banks must keep with RBI.

 (iv) Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR) : It is the fraction 
of the total demand and time deposits of the 
commercial banks is the form of specified liquid 
assets.

36. Functions of IFCI :
(i) Long term loans, both in rupees and foreign 

currencies.
(ii) Underwriting of equity, preference and debenture 

issues.
(iii) Subscribing to equity, preference and debenture 

issues.
(iv) Guaranteeing the deferred payments in respect of 

machinery imported from abroad or purchased 
in India.

(v) Guaranteeing of loans raised in foreign currency 
from foreign financial institutions.

37. 

Defence Judiciary

Enterprises

Social 
Welfare

Infrastructure
Macro Economic 

Policy

Social
Justice

Control of
Monopoly

Functions of
a Corement

38. (a) Climate Change :
  (1) The climate change refers to seasonal changes 

over a long period with respect to the growing 
accumulation of greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere. 

  (2) Several parts of the world have already experienced 
the warming of coastal waters, high temperatures, 
a marked change in rainfall patterns, and an 
increased intensity and frequency of storms. 
Sea levels and temperatures are expected to 
be rising.

 (b) Acid Rain :
  (1) Acid rain is one of the consequences of air 

pollution. 
  (2) It occurs when emissions from factories, cars 

or heating boilers contact with the water in 
the atmosphere. 

  (3) This process also occurs by nature through 
volcanic eruptions. 

  (4) It can have harmful effects on plants, aquatic 
animals and infrastructure.

39. (i)    There are circular relationships known as 
the ‘Vicious Circles of Poverty’ that tend to 
perpetuate the low level of development in 
Less Developed Countries (LDCs).

(ii) Nurkse explains the idea in these words : 
“It implies a circular constellation of forces 
tending to act and react on upon one another 
in such a way as to keep a poor country in a 
state of poverty.

(iii) For example, A poor man may not have 
enough to eat, being underfed etc.

The Vicious Circle of Poverty.

The Vicious Circle of Poverty

Low Per 
Capita 

Income

Low 
Productivity

Low Levels of 
Investment in 
Physical And 

Human Capital

Low Level of 
Saving 

Low Level of 
Demand

40. Kinds of Multiplier : 
(i) Tax Multiplier
(ii) Employment Multiplier
(iii) Foreign Trade Multiplier
(iv) Investment Multiplier
Uses of Multiplier : 
(i) Multiplier highlights the importance of 

investment in income and employment theory.
(ii) The process throws light on the different stages 

of trade cycle.

Part - IV
41. (a)  Circular flow of Income in a Two-Sector economy: 

There are only two sectors namely household 
sector and firm sector. 
(i) Household Sector: The household sector is 

the sole buyer of goods and services, and the 
sole supplier of factors of production, i.e., land, 
labour, capital and organisation. It spends its 
entire income on the purchase of goods and 
services produced by the business sector.

(ii) Firms: The firm sector generates its revenue 
by selling goods and services to the household 
sector. It hires the factors of production, i.e., 
land, labour, capital and organisation, owned 
by the household sector.

Goods and services

Factors for production

Consumer expenditure

Wages, rent, dividends
Households Firms
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Instructions : 
1) Check the question paper for  fairness of printing. 

If there is any lack of fairness, inform the Hall 
Supervisor Immediately.

2) Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline and 
pencil to draw diagrams

Part - I
Note : (i) Answer all the questions. [20 × 1 = 20]
  (ii) Choose the most appropriate answer from the 

given four alternatives and write the option 
code and the corresponding answer.

1. A steady increase in general price level is termed as 
_______.
(a) Wholesale price index 
(b) Business Cycle (c) Inflation
(d) National Income

2. Who is regarded as Father of Modern Macro 
Economics?
(a) Adam Smith (b) J M Keynes
(c) Ragnar Frisch (d) Karl Marx

3. Per capita income is obtained by dividing the National 
income by _______.
(a) Production
(b) Population of a country
(c) Expenditure (d) GNP

4. Assertion and Reason.
 Assertion (A) : Price of a commodity is measured 

by the amount of labour required 
to produce it.

 Reason (R) : There is no transport cost.
(a) Both A and R is true but R is the correct 

explanation to A
(b) Both A and R is true but R is not the correct 

explanation to A
(c) A is false but R is true. 
(d) A is true but R is false

5. The basic concept used in Keynes Theory of 
Employment and Income is _______.

 (a) Aggregate demand (b) Aggregate supply
 (c) Effective demand   

(d) Marginal Propensity Consume
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(with Answers)

6. Match the following and choose the correct answer 
by using codes given below.

(A) Balance of Payments 
Disequilibrium

(i) R/P <1

(B) Balance of Payment 
Equilibrium

(ii) R/P > 1

(C) Unfavorable Balance of 
payment

(iii) R/P ≠ 1

(D) Favorable Balance of 
payment 

(iv) R/P = 1

Codes:
(a) A - (iv), B - (iii), C - (ii), D - (i)
(b) A - (iii), B - (iv), C - (i), D - (ii)
(c) A - (ii), B - (i), C - (iv), D - (iii)
(d) A - (ii), B - (i), C - (iv), D - (iii)

7. The multiplier tells us how much _______changes 
after a shift in _______.
(a) Consumption , income
(b) investment, output
(c) savings, investment
(d) output, aggregate demand

8. Classical theory advocates _______.
(a) Balanced budget
(b) Unbalanced budget
(c) Surplus budget (d) Deficit budget

9. Which is the following is Not correctly matched.

(a) Secular - Disequilibrium
(b) Monetary measures - Exchange control
(c) Delibrate measure - Foreign loans
(d) Export control - Import Quotas

10. NBFI does not have.
(a) Banking license
(b) government approval
(c) Money market approval
(d) Finance ministry approval

11. Expansions of ATM.
(a) Automated Teller Machine
(b) Adjustment Teller Machine
(c) Automatic Teller mechanism
(d) Any Time Money

12. NABARD was set up in.
(a) July 1962 (b) July 1972
(c) July 1982 (d) July 1992
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13. International trade differs from domestic trade 
because of
(a) Trade restrictions
(b) Immobility of factors
(c) Different government policies 
(d) All the above

14. During inflation, who are the gainers?
(a) Debtors (b) Creditors
(c) Wage and salary earners
(d) Government

15. The first ministerial meeting of WTO was held at
(a) Singapore (b) Geneva
(c) Seattle (d) Doha

16. Which of the following does not come under ‘Six 
dialogue partners’ of ASEAN?
(a) China (b) Japan
(c) India (d) North Korea

17. The direct tax has the following merits except
(a) equity (b) convenient
(c) certainty
(d) civic consciousness

18. Which one of the following causes of global warming?
(a) Earth gravitation force (b) Oxygen
(c) Centripetal force
(d) Increasing temperature

19. Which of the following country adopts indicative 
planning?
(a) France (b) Germany
(c) Italy (d) Russia

20. The value of the coefficient of correlation γ lies 
between:
(a) 0 and 1 (b) –1 and 0
(c) –1 and 1 (d) –0.5 and +0.5

Part - II
Note :  Answer any seven of the following questions. 

Question No. 30 is compulsory.  (7 × 2 = 14)
21. Specify the meaning of seed ball.
22. Mention the indicators of development.
23. Write a short note on NITI Aayog.
24. What is Econometrics?
25. What are the kinds of data?
26. What is credit creation?
27. What do you mean by Balance of Payments?
28. Point out any two ways in which IBRD lends to 

member countries.
29. Point out any three differences between direct tax and 

indirect tax.
30. What are environmental goods? Give examples.

Part - III
Note :  Answer any seven of the following. Q. No. 40 is 

compulsory.  (7 × 3 = 21)
31. Indicate the demerits of socialism.
32. Give short note on Expenditure method.

33. What do you mean by aggregate demand? Mention its 
components.

34. State the concept of Super multiplier.
35. Write a note on metallic money.
36. Mention the objectives of demonetizations.
37. Write a brief note on flexible exchange rate.
38. What is Multilateral Agreement?
39. Mention any three methods of redemption of public 

debt.
40. State the meaning of e-waste.

Part - IV
Note :  Answer all the question.  (7 × 5 = 35)
41. (a) Discuss the Modern Theory of International 

Trade.
(OR)

 (b) Find the regression equation Y on X and X on 
Y for the following data:

Y 45 48 50 55 65 70 75 72 80 85
X 25 30 35 30 40 50 45 55 60 65

42. (a) Illustrate the functioning of an economy based 
on its activities.

(OR)
 (b) Discuss the importance of social accounting in 

economic analysis.
43. (a) Narrate the equilibrium between ADF and 

ASF with diagram.
(OR)

 (b) Explain the Secondary Functions.
44. (a) Elucidate the functions of Commercial Banks.

(OR)
 (b) Explain the types of Terms of Trade given by 

Viner.
45. (a) Explain the methods of debt redemption.

(OR)
 (b) Explain the concepts of externality and its 

classification
46. (a) Bring out the arguments against planning.

(OR)
 (b) Calculate the Karl Pearson Correlation Co-

efficient for the following data
Demand 
of 
Product 
X :

23 27 28 29 30 31 33 35 36 39

Sale of 
Product 
Y :

18 22 23 24 25 26 28 29 30 32

47. (a) Compare the features of capitalism and 
socialism.

(OR)
 (b) Explain the operation of the Accelerator.
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ANSWER
Part - I

1. (d) Micro and macro
2. (b) J M Keynes
3. (b) Population of a country
4. (b) Both A and R is true but R is not the correct 

explanation to A
5. (c) Effective demand
6. (b)     A - (iii)   B - (iv)   C - (i)   D - (ii)
7. (d) output, aggregate demand
8. (a) Balanced budget
9. (d) Export control - Import Quotas
10. (a) Banking license
11. (a) Automated Teller Machine
12. (c) July 1982 13. (d) All the above
14. (a) Debtors 15. (a) Singapore
16. (d) North Korea 17. (b) convenient
18. (d) Increasing temperature 19. (b) Germany
20. (c) –1 and +1

Part - II
21.  (i) A seed ball (or seed bomb) is a seed that has 

been wrapped in soil materials usually a 
mixture of clay and compost, and then dried.

 (ii) Seed balls are an easy and sustainable way to 
cultivate plants that provide a larger window of 
time when the sowing can occur.

22.  Common indicators of development are
 (i) Gross Domestic product(GDP)
 (ii) Gross National product(GNP)
 (iii) GNP per capita
 (iv) The Human Development Index (HDI)
23.  (i) NITI Aayog (National Institution for 

Transforming India) was formed on 1st January, 
2015 through a union cabinet resolution.

 (ii) NITI Aayog is a policy think-tank of the 
Government of India.

 (iii) It replaced the Planning Commission from 
13th August, 2014.

 (iv) NITI Aayog is based on the 7 pillars of effective 
governance.

 (1) Pro-people (2) Pro-Activity
 (3) Participation (4) Empowering
 (5) Inclusion of all (6) Equality
 (7) Transparency
24. (i) Econometrics may be considered as the 

integration of economics, statistics and 
mathematics.

 (ii) Econometrics means economics measurement 
econometrics deals with the measurement of 
economic relationships.

25. 
Quantitative 

Data

Data

Based on 
characteristics

Based on
Sources

Primary
Data

Qualitative
Data

Secondary
Data

Primary
Data

Primary
Data

Secondary
Data

Secondary
Data

26. (i) Credit Creation means the multiplication of 
loans and advances. 

 (ii) Commercial banks receive deposits from the 
public and use these deposits to give loans. 
However, loans offered are many times more 
than the deposits received by banks. This 
function of banks is known as ‘Credit Creation’.

27. (i) Balance of Payments (BoP) is a systematic 
record of a country’s economic and financial 
transactions with the rest of the world over a 
period of time.

 (ii) When a payment is received from a foreign 
country, it is a credit ransaction while a payment 
to a foreign country is a debit transaction.

28. (i) The Bank advances loans to member in three 
ways.

 (i) Loans out of its own fund.
 (ii) Loans out of borrowed capital.
 (iii) Loans through Bank’s guarantee.
29. 

Basis For 
Comparison Direct Tax Indirect Tax

Nature Progressive Regressive
Incidence and 
Impact

Falls on the 
same person.

Falls on different 
persons.

Tax base Income or 
wealth of the 
assessee

Purchase/sale/
manufacture of goods 
and provision of 
services

Evasion Tax evasion is 
possible.

Tax evasion is hardly 
possible because it is 
included in the price 
of the goods and 
services.

Inflation Direct tax helps 
in controlling 
the inflation.

Indirect taxes push 
up price inflation.

Burden Cannot be 
shifted.

Can be shifted

30. (i) Environmental goods are typically non-market 
goods, including clear air, clean water, landscape, 
green transport infrastructure, greenways etc, 
public parks, urban parks, rivers, mountains, 
forest and beaches.

 (ii) Concerns with environmental goods focus on the 
effects that the exploitation of ecological systems 
have on the economy, the well-being of humans 
and other species, and on the environment.
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Part - II
31. (i) Red Tapism and Bureaucracy : As decision are 

taken by government agencies, approval of many 
officials and movement of files from one table to 
other takes time and leads to red tapism.

 (ii) Absence of Incentive : The major limitation of 
socialism is that this system does not provide 
any incentive for efficiency.

 (iii) Limited Freedom of choice : Consumers do not 
enjoy freedom of choice over the consumption 
of goods and services.

 (iv) Concentration of Power : The State takes all 
major decisions.

32. (i) The total expenditure incurred by the society in 
the particular year is added together.

 (ii) To calculate the expenditure of a society, it 
includes personal consumption expenditure, net 
domestic investment, government expenditure 
on consumption as well as capital goods and net 
exports.

GNP = C + I + G + (X – M)
   C =  Private consumption expenditure.
   I = Private investment expenditure.
   G = Government expenditure.
  X – M = Net exports.
33. (i) In the Keynesian model, output is determined 

mainly by aggregate demand.
 (ii) The aggregate demand is the amount of money 

which entrepreneurs expect to get by selling the 
output produced by the number of labourers 
employed.

 (iii) Therefore, it is the expected income or revenue 
from the sale of output at different levels of 
employment.

 (iv) Aggregate demand has the following four 
components.

 (1) Consumption Demand
 (2) Investment Demand
 (3) Government Expenditure and
 (4) Net Export (export - import)

AD = C + I + G + (X–M)

34. Super Multiplier : (K and β interaction)
 (i) In order to measure the total effect of initial 

investment on income, Hicks has combined the 
K and  mathematically and given it the name of 
the Super Multiplier.

 (ii) It is worked out by combining both induced 
consumption and induced investment.

 (iii) The super multiplier is greater than simple 
multiplier which includes only autonomous 
investment and no induced investment while 
Super multiplier includes induced investment.

35. (i) After the barter system and commodity money 
system, modern money systems evolved.

 (ii) Among these, metallic standard is the premier 
one.

 (iii) Under metallic standard, some kind of metal 
either gold or silver is used to determine the 
standard value of money and currency.

 (iv) Standard coins made out of the metal are the 
principal coins used under the metallic standard.

 (v) The face value of metallic money is equal to their 
intrinsic metal value.

36. Meaning of Demonitisation : Demonitisation is the 
act of stripping a currency unit of its status as legal 
tender. It occurs whenever there is a change of national 
currency.

 Objectives of Demonetisation :
 (i) Removing Black Money from the country.
 (ii) Stopping of corruption.
 (iii) Stopping terror funds.
 (iv) Curbing fake notes.
37. Under the flexible exchange rate (also known as 

floating exchange rate) system, exchange rates are 
freely determined in an open market by market forces 
of demand and supply.

38. (i) Multilateral Agreements or Multilateral Trade 
Agreements are trade agreements between three 
or more nations.

 (ii) The agreements reduce tariffs and make it easier 
for businesses to import and export.

 (iii) Since they are among many countries, they are 
difficult to negotiate.

 (iv) It is a multi national legal or trade agreements 
between countries. It is an agreement between 
more than two countries but not many.

39. (i) Sinking Fund : The government establishes a 
separate fund known as “Sinking Fund”.

  The government credits every year a fixed amount 
of money to this fund. By the time the debt 
matures, the fund accumulates enough amount 
to pay off the principal along with interest.

 (ii) Budgetary Surplus : When the government 
presents surplus budget, it can be utilised for 
repaying the debt.

 (iii) Terminal Annuity : The government pays off 
the public debt on the basis of terminal annuity 
in equal annual installments. This is the easiest 
way of paying off the public debt.

40. (i) Electronic waste which is commonly referred as 
“e-Waste” is the new by product of the Info Tech 
Society.

 (ii) It is a physical waste in the form of old discarded 
end of life electronics.

 (iii) It includes a broad and growing range of electronics 
devices from large house hold appliances such as 
refrigerators, air conditioner, cellular phones, 
computers and other electronic goods.

 (iv) e-Waste can be defined as the result when 
consumer, business and household devices are 
disposed or sent for re-cycling.

 (v) For example. Television, Computers, Audio - 
equipments, VCR, DVD, Telephone, Fax, Xerox 
Machine, Wireless devices, Video games other 
household electronic equipment.
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Instructions : 
 1) Check the question paper for  fairness of 

printing. If there is any lack of fairness, 
inform the Hall Supervisor Immediately.

 2) Use Blue or Black ink to write and 
underline and pencil to draw diagrams

PART - I
Note : (i)  Answer all the questions. [20 × 1 = 20]

  (ii)  Choose the most appropriate answer 
from the given four alternatives and write 
the option code and the corresponding 
answer.

1. “Management is a multipurpose organ that 
manages a business and manages Manager, and 
manages worker and work.” Who said these 
words?
(a) George Odiorne (b) Henry Fayol
(c) Peter F. Drucker (d) F.W. Taylor

2. NSEI was established in :
(a) 1997   (b) 1990
(c) 1992   (d) 1998

3. The headquarters of SEBI is _______ 
(a) Delhi   (b) Calcutta
(c) Mumbai   (d) Chennai

4. Assertion (A) : Human Resource Management 
is an intangible function.

 Reason (R)     :  This can be measured only by 
Results.
(a) (A) is correct but (R) is incorrect
(b) (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the correct 

explanation of (A)
(c) (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is not the 

correct explanation of (A)
(d) (A) is incorrect but (R) is correct

5. E-Recruitment is possible only through 
________ facility. 
(a) 4G    (b) Computer 
(c) Internet    (d) Broadband

6. First meeting of Directors should be convened 
within _______ days from the date of 
incorporation of the company.
(a) 50 (b) 45 (c) 30 (d) 60

7. It is the responsibility of a consumer that he 
must obtain ______ as a proof for the purchase 
of goods. 
(a) Invoice    (b) Cash Receipt
(c) Warranty card (d) All of these

8. Which of the below constitutes the essential 
element of contract of sale? 
(a) Price 
(b) Two parties 
(c) Transfer of property 
(d) All of the above

9. Match the following :

(1) Dalal 
Street

(i) New York Stock 
Exchange

(2) Wall 
Street

(ii) Canadian Stock 
Exchange

(3) Lombard 
Street

(iii) Bombay Stock 
Exchange

(4) Toronto (iv) London Stock 
Exchange

(a) (1)-(iv), (2)-(ii), (3)-(i), (4)-(iii)
(b) (1)-(i), (2)-(iii), (3)-(ii), (4)-(iv)
(c) (1)-(ii), (2)-(iv), (3)-(iii), (4)-(i)
(d) (1)-(iii), (2)-(i), (3)-(iv), (4)-(ii)

10. Section 123 of the Negotiable Instruments Act, 
1881 deals with :
(a) General Crossing  (b) Promissory note
(c) Special Crossing (d) Bill of Exchange

11. Specify the document which comes under the 
Negotiable Instrument Act :
(a) Stock    (b) Share Certificate 
(c) Share    (d) Share Warrant
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12. Which is the primary function of management? 
(a) Decision-making (b) Innovating
(c) Controlling   (d) Planning

13. Which of the following is not a correct pair?
(a) Forward Market - Future Market
(b) Debt Market - Government Bonds
(c) Money Market - Commercial Papers
(d) Equity Market - Debentures

14. The process of eliminating unsuitable candidate 
is called ________
(a) Induction   (b) Selection
(c) Recruitment   (d) Interview

15. Stock Exchange Market is also called _________.
(a)  National Market (b) Spot Market
(c) Local Market  (d) Security Market 

16. In the following variables, which one is not the 
variable of Marketing mix? 
(a) Price Variable   (b) Place Variable
(c) Product Variable  
(d) Program Variable

17. As the consumer is having the rights, they are 
also having ___________.
(a) Duties    (b) Measures 
(c) Promotion   (d) Responsibilities

18. Facilitating functions do not include ______
(a) Packing    (b) Financing
(c) Market information (d) Transportation

19. _________ enables small investors to participate 
in the investment on share capital of large 
companies.
(a) Fixed deposits (b) Mutual Funds
(c) Shares   (d) Debentures

20. Find the odd one out :
(a) Acquisitions   
(b) Upgrading
(c) Unsolicited applicants   
(d) Previous applicants

PART - II
Note :  Answer any 7 questions. Question No. 30 is 

compulsory. 7 × 2 = 14
21. Define stock Exchange according to Hastings.
22. Give the meaning of Recruitment.
23. What is Market?
24. What are the Rights of consumer according to 

John F. Kennedy?
25. What is internal environment?
26. List out the Management tools.
27. What is Government Securities Market?

28. Who is called as Promoter?
29. Why should an Entrepreneur possess Analytical 

Ability?
30. If the payee is an illiterate, how can he endorse a 

negotiable instrument?

PART - III
Note :  Answer any 7 questions. Question No. 40 is 

compulsory. 7 × 3 = 21
31. Write any three features of MBO.
32. Explain about Venture Fund institutions.
33. Explain ‘Bear’.
34. State the steps in Recruitment process.
35. What is E-Tailing?
36. What is meant by artificial scarcity?
37. Write about any three micro environmental 

factors of business.
38. List down six examples of pure entrepreneurship.
39. Give any three cases in which an ordinary 

resolution need to be passed.
40. When there is no space in Negotiable Instrument 

for making further endorsement, how can it be 
endorsed?

PART - IV
Note : Answer all the questions:. 7 × 5 = 35
41. (a)   Discuss the characteristics of Capital Market.                

                                (OR)
 (b)   What are the advantages of MBE?
42. (a)   Explain any five difference between Stock 

Exchange and Commodity Exchange.   
                                  (OR) 

 (b)    Explain the benefits of training to the 
Employees.

43. (a)   Explain in detail about Niche marketing. 
                                (OR)

 (b) Explain the impact of Globalization.
44. (a)  Explain any five Rights of consumers.  

                                       (OR)
 (b) Discuss the role of financial market.
45. (a)   Give short notes on :

 (i) Class Meeting 
 (ii) Meeting of the creditors.  

                             (OR) 
 (b)    Mention the presumptions of Negotiable 

Instruments.
46. (a)    Distinguish between an Entrepreneur and an 

Intrapreneur.  
                                 (OR)
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 (b)  Apart from goods and services, explain any 
five items that can be marketed.

47. (a)  Mr. Raghu is appointed as a Director in a 
Company. Is he personally liable to third 
parties? If so, under what circumstances is he 
liable?  
                                  (OR)

 (b)  Mrs. Cynthia wishes to start a new business 
unit. Explain any five challenges that she 
will have to face during the course of her 
entrepreneurial journey.

ANSWER
PART - I

1. (c) Peter F. Drucker
2. (c) 1992
3. (c) Mumbai
4. (b)  (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the 

correct explanation of (A)
5. (c) Internet
6. (c) 30
7. (b) Cash receipt
8. (d) All of the above
9. (d) (1)-(iii), (2)-(i), (3)-(iv), (4)-(ii)
10. (a) General Crossing
11. (d) Share Warrant
12. (d) Planning
13. (d) Equity Market - Debentures
14. (b) Selection
15. (d) Security Market 
16. (d) Program Variable
17. (d) Responsibilities
18. (d) Transportation
19. (b) Mutual Funds
20. (c) Unsolicited applicants

PART - II
21. According to Hastings, “Stock exchange or 

securities market comprises all the places where 
buyers and sellers of stocks and bonds or their 
representatives undertake transactions involving 
the sale of securities.”

22. Recruitment is the process of finding suitable 
candidates for the various posts in an 
organisation. It is a process of attracting potential 
people to apply for a job in an organisation.

23. (i)  The word market is derived from the 
Latin word ‘Marcatus’ which means trade, 
commerce, merchandise, a place where 
business is transacted.

(ii) The common usage of market means a 
place where goods are bought or sold. In 
simple words, the meeting place of buyers 
and sellers in an area is called market.

24. The former president of USA Mr, John F. 
Kennedy defined the basic consumer rights as 
“The Right of Safety, the Right to be informed, 
the Right to choose and the Right to be heard”.

25. (i)  Internal environment refers to those 
factors within an organisation e.g Policies, 
Programmes, Organisational structure, 
employees, financial and physical resources. 

(ii) These factors can be changed or altered 
and hence are known as controllable 
factors.

26. Tools of managements have been developed 
such as accounting, business law, psychology, 
statistics, econometrics, data processing, etc.

27. A market whereby the government or gilt edged 
securities can be bought and sold is called 
‘Government securities market’.

28. Promotion stage begins when the idea to form 
a company comes in the mind of a person. 
The person who envisage the idea is called a 
‘promoter’.

29. Entrepreneurs should not make decisions on 
the basis of own prejudice or personal likes 
and dislikes. Entrepreneur should be able 
to objectively analyse the situation and act 
accordingly. They should abstain from taking 
emotional or hasty decisions when they are 
overwhelmed by emotions.

30. If the payee is an illiterate person, he can 
endorse it by affixing his thumb impression 
on the instrument. But it must be duly attested 
by somebody who should give his full address 
thereon.

PART - III
31. The features of MBO are :

(i) An attempt is made by the management 
to integrate the goals of an organisation 
and individuals. This will lead to effective 
management. 

(ii) MBO tries to combine the long run goals 
of an organisation with short run goals.

(iii) Management tries to relate the organisation 
goals with society goals. 

32. Venture Fund Institutions : 
(i) Venture capital financing is a form of 

equity financing designed especially for 
funding new and innovative project ideas. 
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(ii) Many specialised financial institutions 
have promoted their own venture capital 
funds. 

(iii) They include Risk Capital Foundation 
of IFCI, Venture capital of IDBI, SIDBI, 
TDICI and others.

33. Bear : 
(i) A Bear or Mandiwala speculator expects 

prices to fall in future and sells securities 
at present with a view to purchase them at 
lower prices in future. 

(ii) A bear does not have securities at 
present, but sells them at higher prices in 
anticipation that he will supply them by 
purchasing at lower price in future. 

(iii) He is called bear. He is a pessimistic 
speculator. 

34. Recruitment process includes the following steps :
(i) Planning recruitment
(ii) Determining vacancies
(iii) Identifying the sources
(iv) Drafting information for advertisement 
(v) Selecting the suitable mode of 

advertisement
(vi) Facilitating selection process
(vii) Evaluation and control

35. E-Tailing :
Ans. (i) E-tailing or electronics tailing refers to 

selling of goods and services through a 
shopping website (Internet) or through 
virtual store to the ultimate consumer. 

(ii) E-tailing is a Business to consumer (B2C) 
transaction model. 

(iii) E-tailing is also called as online retailing.

36. Artificial scarcity :
Ans. (i) There are certain situations where the  

shop-keepers put up the board ‘No Stock’ 
in front of their shops, even though there 
is plenty of stock in the store. 

(ii) In such situations consumers who are 
desperate to buy such goods have to pay 
hefty price to buy those goods and thus 
earning more profit unconscientiously. 

(iii) Even in Cinema houses, board may hang 
in the main entrance ‘House Full’ while 
cinema tickets will be freely available at a 
higher price in the black market.

37. Micro environmental factors of business :
Ans.  Micro environment refers to those factors which 

are in the immediate environment of business 
affecting its performance. These includes the 
following :

 (i) Suppliers : In any organisation the 
suppliers of raw materials and other inputs 
play a very vital role. Timely procurement 
of materials from suppliers enables 
continuity in production and reduces the 
cost of maintaining stock/ inventory.

(ii) Customers : The aim of any business is 
to satisfy the needs of its customers. The 
customer is the king and the fulcrum 
around which the business revolves.  

(iii) Competitors : All organisations face 
competition at all levels such as local, 
national and global. It is important for a 
business to understand its competitors 
and modify their business strategies in the 
face of competition.

38. (i) Dhirubhai Ambani  
(ii) T.V. Sundaram Iyengar  
(iii) Birla
(iv) Narayanamurthi
(v) Aziz Premji
(vi) Seshadriji

39. Ordinary resolution need to be passed :
(i) To change or rectify the name of the 

company
(ii) To alter the share capital of the company
(iii) To redeem the debentures
(iv) To declare the dividends
(v) To approve annual accounts and balance 

sheet 
(vi) To appoint the directors

40. When there is no space for making further 
endorsements a piece of paper can be attached to 
the negotiable instrument for this purpose. This 
piece of paper is called ‘Allonge’.

PART - IV
41. (a)  The characters of a capital market are as 

follows :
(i) Securities Market : The dealings in a 

capital market are done through the 
securities like shares, debentures, etc. The 
capital market is thus called as securities 
market. 
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Instructions : 
 1) Check the question paper for fairness of 

printing. If there is any lack of fairness, 
inform the Hall Supervisor immediately.

 2) Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline 
and pencil to draw diagrams

PART - I

Note : (i)  Answer all the questions. [20 × 1 = 20]
 (ii)  Choose the most appropriate answer from 

the given four alternatives and write the 
option code and the corresponding answer.

1. Income and Expenditure Account is prepared to 
find out:  
(a) Surplus or deficit (b) Profit or Loss
(c) Financial position
(d) Cash and bank balance

2. To test the liquidity of a concern, which of the 
following ratios are useful?
(i) Quick ratio  (ii) Net Profit ratio
(iii) Debt equity ratio (iv) Current ratio
(a) (i) & (iii)   (b)  (i) & (ii)
(c) (ii) & (iv)  (d)  (i) & (iv)

3. Balaji and Kamalesh are partners sharing profit 
and losses in the ratio of 2:1. They admit Yogesh 
into partnership. The new profit sharing ratio 
between Balaji, Kamalesh and Yogesh is agreed 
to 3:1:1. Find the sacrificing ratio between Balaji 
and Kamalesh.

(a) 2 : 1   (b) 1:3
(c) 1 : 2   (d) 3 : 1

4. A Preference share is one:
(i) Which carries preferential right with respect 

to payment of dividend at fixed rate.
(ii) Which carries preferential right with respect 

to repayment of capital on winding up.
(a) Both (i) and (ii) are correct
(b) Only (i) is correct
(c) Both (i) and (ii) are incorrect
(d) Only (ii) is correct

5. At the time of retirement of a partner, 
determination of gaining ratio is required:
(a) To distribute accumulated profits and losses
(b) To adjust goodwill
(c) To transfer revaluation profit or loss
(d) None of these

6. On retirement of a partner from a partnership 
firm, accumulated profits and losses are 
distributed to the partners in the:
(a) Gaining ratio
(b) New profit sharing ratio
(c) Sacrificing ratio
(d) Old profit sharing ratio

7. As per the Indian Partnership Act, 1932 the 
rate of interest allowed on loans advanced by 
partners is:  
(a) 5% per annum (b) 8% per annum
(c) 6% per annum (d) 12% per annum

8. The term 'fund' refers to :
(a) Fixed assets
(b) Current liabilities
(c) Non - Current assets (d) Working capital

9. Which of the following statements is Not true?: 
(a) Trend analysis refers to the study of 

movement of figures for one year.
(b) Notes and schedules also form part of 

financial statements.
(c) The common-size statements show the 

relationship of various items with some 
common base, expressed as percentage of 
the common base.

(d) The tools of financial statement analysis 
include common-size statement.

10. Identify the incorrect pair.

(a) Goodwill under
Annuity Method

- Average Profit ´ Present 
value annuity factor

(b) Goodwill under
Average Profit 
Method

- Average Profit ´ 
Number of years of 
purchase

Accountacy
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(c) Goodwill under
Weighted 
Average Profit 
Method

- Weighted Average profit 
´ Number of Years of 
purchase

(d) Goodwill under
Super Profit 
Method

- Super Profit ´ Number 
of years of purchase

11. Current assets excluding inventory and prepaid 
expenses is called _____.
(a) Funds   (b) Reserves
(c) Quick / Liquid assets (d) Tangible assets

12. Incomplete records are generally maintained by:
(a) Small sized sole trader business
(b) A company
(c) Multinational enterprises
(d) Government 

13. Which one of the following is incorrect  
regarding the limitations of incomplete records?
(a) Lack of proper maintenance of records. 
(b) Difficulty in preparing trial balance.
(c) Errors and frauds can be detected easily.
(d) Difficulty in ascertaining financial position.

14. Profit after  interest on drawings, interest on 
capital and remuneration is `10,500. Sangeetha, 
a partner is entitled to receive commission at 5% 
on profits after charging such commission. Find 
out the commission.
(a) `550   (b) `50
(c) `500   (d) `150

15. Accounting report prepared according to the 
requirements of the user is :
(a) Trial Balance
(b) Routine accounting report
(c) Balance Sheet
(d) Special purpose report

16. Super Profit is the difference between :
(a) Average profit and normal profit
(b) Capital employed and average profit
(c) Current year's profit and average profit
(d) Assets and liabilities

17. Debt equity ratio is a measure of :
(a) Profitability  
(b) Short-term Solvency
(c) Efficiency
(d) Long-term Solvency

18. In a common size balance sheet, if the percentage 
of non-correct assets is 75, what would be the 
percentage of current assets?
(a) 25   (b) 175
(c) 100   (d) 125

19. Contra voucher is used for :
(a) Reports   (b) Master entry
(c) Credit purchase of assets
(d) Withdrawal of cash from bank for office use

20. Receipts and payments account is a :
(a) Personal Account 
(b) Nominal Account 
(c) Representative Personal Account
(d) Real Account

PART - II
Note: Answer any seven questions. Question No. 
30 is compulsory.  7 × 2 = 14
21. State the meaning of not-for-profit organisation.
22. What is the Journal entry to be passed for 

providing interest on capital to a partner
23. Kumar is a partner who withdrew `20,000 on 

1st April 2018. Interest on drawing is charged at 
10% per anuum. Calculate interest on drawings 
on 31st December 2018.

24. State the four circumstances under which 
goodwill of a partnership firm is valued.

25. Anu and Arul were partners sharing profits 
and losses in the ration of 3 : 2. On 31.03.2017 
Malathi was admitted as a partner. On the date 
of admission, the book of the firm showed a 
reserve fund of `50,000. Pass Journal entry to 
distribute the reserve fund.

26. Whats is a share?  Mention its types. 
27. Current Asset ` 8,00,000

Current Liabilities `4,00,000
Calculate current ratio.

28. What is Accounting Information System?
29. What are accounting reports?
30. The following particulars are available in respect 

of a business carried on by a partnership firm.
 (a) Profits earned : 2016 - ` 30,000
 (b)  Profit of 2016 includes a non-recurring 

income of ` 3,000.
 Calculate profit after adjustment.
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PART - III

Note: Answer any seven questions Question No. 40 
is compulsory. 7 × 3 = 21
31. Differentiate between statement of affairs and 

balance sheet. (Any 3 Points) 
32. What are the predefined ledgers available in 

Tally.ERP 9?
33. How the following items will appear in the 

Income and Expenditure Account of a club for 
the year ending 31st March 2019?

  Receipts and Payments Account for the year 
ended 31st March 2019.

Dr.       Cr.
Receipts ` ` Payments `

To Subscription
2017 - 2018 5,000
2018 - 2019 48,000
2019 - 2020 3,000 56,000

 There are 300 members in the club each paying an 
annual subscription of ̀ 200 per annum. Subscription 
still outstanding for the year 2017-2018 is `1,000.

34. Mannan and Ramesh share profits and losses in 
the ratio 3:1. The Capital on 1st April 2017 was 
`80,000 for Mannan and `60,000 for Ramesh 
and their current accounts show a credit balance 
of `10,000 and `5,000 respectively. Calculate 
interest on capital at 5% p.a. for the year ending 
31st March 2018 and show the journal entries.

35. State any three factors determining goodwill.
36. For the purpose of admitting a new partner, a 

firm has decided to value its goodwill at 3 years 
purchase of the average profit of the last 4 years 
using weighted average method. Profits of the 
past 4 years and the respective weights are as 
follows:

Particulars 2015 2016 2017 2018
Profit (`) 20,000 22,000 24,000 28,000
Weight 1 2 3 4
Compute the value of goodwill.

37. Govind and Gopal are partners in a firm sharing 
profit and loss in the ratio 5 : 4. They admit 
Rahim as a partner. Govind surrenders 2/9 of 
his share in favour of Rahim. Gopal surrenders 
1/9 of his share in favour of Rahim. Calculate 
the new profit sharing ratio and sacrificing ratio.

38. Following are the balances of Ganesh as on 
31.12.2018 

Particulars ` Particulars `

Cash 5,000 Debtors 16,000
Stock of goods 18,000 Creditors 9,000
Bills receivable 7,000 Cash at bank 24,000
Furniture 3,000 Bills payable 6,000
Land and 
Buildings

30,000

Prepare statement of affairs as on 31st December 
2018 and calculate Capital as on that date.

39. Explain how to view profit and loss statement 
in Tally.ERP 9.

40. Vetri and Ranjit are partners, sharing profits 
in the ratio 3:2. Their balance sheet as on 31st 

December 2017 is as under.

Liabilities ` ` Assets `

Capital 
accounts

Stock 30,000

Vetri 30,000 Debtors 10,000
Ranjit 20,000 50,000 Cash in 

hand
35,000

Reserve fund 5,000
Sundry 
creditors

20,000

75,000 75,000
On 01.01.2018 they admit Suriya into their firm.

(i)   Suriya brings ` 10,000 as capital for 1
4

  share of 
profit.

(ii)  After adjustment, Revaluation profit ` 6,000.
 Prepare Partner's Capital account after admission.

PART - IV
Note: Answer all the questions:. 7 × 5 = 35
41. (a)  State the differences between double entry 

System and incomplete records.
(OR)

 (b) From the following information, compute 
the value of goodwill by capitalising super profit.

  (i)   Capital employed is `4,00,000.
 (ii)   Normal rate of return is 10%
 (iii)  Profit for 2016: `62,000; 2017 : `61,000 and 

2018 : `63,000.
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42. (a) From the following particulars of Poompuhar Literary Association, prepare Receipts and Payments 
account for the year ended 31st March 2019.

Particulars ` Particulars `
Opening Cash in hand
as on 01.04.2018
Bank overdraft 
as on 01.04.2018 
Printing & Stationery
Interest Paid 
Sale of Investments
Purchase of refreshment
Outstanding Salary
Endowment fund receipts
Lighting Charges

5,000
 

4,000
1,500
3,250
1,000
1,500
2,000
2,000
1,300

Subscription received
Repairs and renewals
Conveyance Paid 
Books Purchased
Insurance Premium Paid
Sundry Receipts
Government grants received
Sale of refreshments
Depreciation on buildings 
Cash at bank on 31.03.2019

20,000
2,500
2,750

10,000
4,000

750
6,000
1,500
2,000 
2,000

(OR)

 (b) From the following Balance sheet of Arunan Ltd. as on 31.03.2019, calculate
  (i) Proprietary Ratio  (ii) Capital Gearing Ratio.

Balance Sheet of Arunan Ltd. as on 31.03.2019
Particulars `

I Equity and Liabilities :
1.      Shareholder's Funds

(a) Share Capital
Equity Share Capital 1,50,000
8% Preference Share Capital 2,00,000

(b) Reserves and surplus 1,50,000
2. Non-current liabilities

Long-term borrowings (9% Debentures) 4,00,000
3. Current liabilities

(a) Short-term borrowings from banks 25,000
(b) Trader Payables 75,000

Total 10,00,000
II Asstes

1. Non-current assets
Fixed assets 7,50,000

2. Current assets
(a) Inventories 1,20,000
(b) Trade receivables 1,00,000
(c) Cash & Cash equivalents 27,500
(d) Other current assets 

Expenses paid in advance 2,500
Total 10,00,000
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43.  (a)  From the following particulars, prepare comparative income statement of Abdul Co. Ltd. 

Particulars 2015-16
`

2016-17
`

Revenue From Operations 3,00,000 3,60,000
Other income 1,00,000 60,000
Expenses 2,00,000 1,80,000
Income Tax 30% 30%

(OR)

 (b)  Murali and Sethu are partners in a firm. Murali is to get a commisision of 10% of net profit before 
charging any commission. Sethu is to get a commission of 10% on net profit after charging all 
commission. Net profit for the year ended 31st March 2019 before charging any commission was 
`1,10,000. Find the amount of commission due to Murali and Sethu.

44. (a)  Sundar and Suresh are partners sharing profits in the ratio of 3 : 2. Their balance sheet as on 1st January. 
2017 was as follows.

Liabilities ` ` Assets `
Capital accounts: Buildings 25,000
 Sundar 30,000 Furniture 13,000
 Suresh 20,000 50,000 Stock 25,000
Creditors  50,000 Debtors 15,000

General Reserve 10,000 Bills receivable 
Bank

14,000
18,000

1,10,000 1,10,000

They decide to admit Sugumar into partnership for 1
4

 share in the profits on the following terms:
(i) Sugumar has to bring in  `30,000 as capital.
(ii) Revaluation loss  `15,000. 
(iii) That the stock be valued at `20,000. 
(iv) That the Furniture be depreciated by `2,000
(v) That the value of building  be depreciated by 20%
Prepare Capital A/c's & Balance Sheet after admission.

(OR)
 (b)  From the following particulars calculate Total Purchases.

Particulars `

Sundry Creditors on 01.04.2017 75,000
Bills payable on 01.04.2017 60,000
Paid cash to creditors 3,70,000
Paid for Bills Payable 1,00,000
Purchases Returns 15,000
Cash Purchases 3,20,000
Creditors on 31st March 2018 50,000
Bills payable on 31st March 2018 80,000
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45. (a) From the following Receipts and Payment Account of Trichy Recreation Club, prepare Income and 
Expenditure Account for the year ended 31.03.2018.

Receipts ` Payments `

To Opening balance 
     Cash in Hand 11,000

By Furniture Purchased 10,000

To Dividend received 27,600 By Rent 2,800
To Sale of Old Newspaper 3,000 By Secretary's honorarium 15,000
To members Subscription 31,000 By postage 1,700
To Locker rent 8,000 By General Expenses 4,350
To Interest on investments 1,250 By Printing & Stationery 45,000
To Sale of Furniture 5,000 By Audit Fees 5,000
(Book Value `4,400) By Closing Balance 

      Cash in Hand 3,000
86,850 86,850

 (OR)
 (b)  Chandru, Vishal and Ramanan are partners in a firm sharing profits and losses equally. Their balance 

sheet as on 31st March, 2018 is as follows:

Liabilities ` ` Assets ` `

Capital accounts: Furniture 60,000
Chandru

Vishal

60,000

70,000

Machinery

Sundry Debtors 33,000

1,20,000

Ramanan 70,000 2,00,000 (-) Provision for 
doubtful debts 3,000 30,000

Bills Payable 80,000 Bills Receivable 50,000
Cash at Bank 20,000

2,80,000 2,80,000

 Ramanan retired on 31st March 2019 subject to the following conditions:
 (i) Machinery is valued at `1,50,000
 (ii) Value of Furniture broughtdown by `10,000
 (iii)  Provision for doubtful debts should be increased to `5,000
 (iv)  Investment of `30,000 not recorded in the books is to be recorded now.
 Prepare Revaluation Account and Pass Journal entries.
46. (a) From the following particulars of Mani Ltd. and Kani Ltd., prepare a common size Income Statement 

for the year ended 31st March 2019.

Particulars
Mani Ltd.

`

Kani Ltd
`

Revenue from 
operation

2,00,000 2,50,000

Other Income 30,000 25,000
Expenses 1,10,000 1,25,000

(OR)
 (b)  Distinguish between sacrificing ratio and gaining ratio.
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Instructions : 
 (1) Check the question paper for fairness of printing. If there is any lack of fairness, inform the Hall 

Supervisor immediately.
 (2) Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline and pencil to draw diagrams.

PART - I

6. When a partner withdraws regularly a fixed sum 
of money at the middle of every month, period 
for which interest is to be calculated on the 
drawings on an average is :
(a) 5.5 months  (b) 6 months
(c) 12 months  (d) 6.5 months

7. Revaluation A/c is a :
(a) Real A/c   (b) Nominal A/c
(c) Personal A/c  (d) Impersonal A/c

8. Under Weighted average profit method, 
Goodwill = _______.
(a) Goodwill = Weighted average profit × 

 Number of years of purchase
(b) Goodwill = Average profit × Number of 

 years of purchase
(c) Goodwill = Super profit × Number of years 

 of purchase
(d) Goodwill = Super profit × Present value 

 annuity factor.

9. James and Kamal are sharing profits and losses 
in the ration of 5:3. They admit Sunil as a partner 
giving him 1/5 share of profits. Find out the 
sacrificing ratio.
(a) 1:3 (b) 3:1 (c) 5:3 (d) 3:5

10. When admitting a new partner reserves and 
accumulated profits and losses should be 
distributed to the old partners in the _______.
(a) New Profit Sharing Ratio
(b) Old Profit Sharing Ratio
(c) Sacrificing Ratio
(d) Gaining Ratio

Note : (i)  Answer all the questions.
 [20 × 1 = 20]
  (ii)  Choose the most appropriate 

answer from the given four 
alternatives and write the option 
code and the corresponding 
answer.

1. Subscription due but not received for the current 
year is :
(a) An asset   (b) A liability
(c) An expense
(d) An item to be ignored

2. What is the amount of Capital of the Proprietor, 
if his assets are `85,000 and liabilities are 
`21,000?
(a) `85,000   (b) `1,06,000
(c) `21,000   (d) `64,000

3. Find out the correct one :
(a) Total Sales = Cash Sales + Credit Sales
(b) Total Sales = Cash Sales – Credit Sales
(c) Total Sales = Credit Sales – Cash Sales
(d) Total Sales = Credit Sales + Cash Purchase

4. Which of the following should not be recorded 
in the income and expenditure account?
(a) Sale of old newspapers
(b) Loss on sale of asset
(c) Honorarium paid to the secretary
(d) Sale proceeds of furniture

5. Closing balance of partner’s current account 
may be _______.
(a) Debit balance or Credit balance
(b) Debit balance only
(c) Credit balance only
(d) Nil balance
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11. After the forfeited shares are reissued, the 
balance in the forfeited shares account should 
be transferred to :
(a) General reserve account
(b) Capital reserve account
(c) Securities premium account
(d) Surplus account

12. At the time of retirement of a partner, 
determination of gaining ratio is required :
(a) To transfer revaluation profit or loss
(b) To distribute accumulated profits and losses
(c) To adjust goodwill
(d) To distribute accumulated reserves

13. X, Y and Z were partners sharing profits and 
losses equally. X died on 1st April 2019. Find out 
the share of X in the profit of 2019 based on the 
profit of 2018 which saved `36,000.
(a) `1,000   (b) `3,000
(c) `12,000   (d) `36,000

14. When shares are issued for purchase of assets, 
the amount shoule be credited to :
(a) Vendor's A/c
(b) Sundry assets A/c
(c) Share Capital A/c (d) Bank A/c

15. Match the following :
 The share capital may be received through 

instalments as below,

(1) First instalment (i) First call money
(2) Second instalment (ii) Application money
(3) Third instalment (iii) Allotment money
(4) Last instalment (iv) Final call money

(a) (1) - (iii), (2) - (ii), (3) - (i), (4) - (iv)
(b) (1) - (i), (2) - (iv), (3) - (iii), (4) - (ii)
(c) (1) - (ii), (2) - (iii), (3) - (i), (4) - (iv)
(d) (1) - (ii), (2) - (iii), (3) - (iv), (4) - (i)

16. The mathematical expression that provides a 
measure of the relationship between two figures 
is called :
(a) Conclusion  (b) Ratio
(c) Model   (d) Decision

17. Which of the following is not a tool of financial 
statement analysis?
(a) Trend analysis
(b) Common size statement
(c) Comparative statement
(d) Standard costing

18. In a common-size balance sheet, if the percentage 
of non-current assets is 75, what would be the 
percentage of current assets?
(a) 175 (b) 125 (c) 25 (d) 100

19. Which one of the following is not correctly 
matched?

(a) Current assets - Inventories
(b) Current liabilities - Trade Payables
(c) Long term debt - Expenses payable
(d) Sahreholder's funds - Equity share capital

20. What are the predefined ledger(s) in Tally?
(i) Cash
(ii) Profit and Loss A/c
(iii) Capital A/c
(a) (i) only   (b) (ii) only
(c) Both (i) and (ii) (d) Both (ii) and (iii)

PART - II

Answer any Seven questions in which Question 
No. 30 is compulsory. 7 × 2 = 14

21. From the following details, calculate the missing 
figure :

Particulars `
Capital as on 1st April, 2018 40,000
Capital as on 31st March, 2019 50,000
Additional capital introduced 
during the year 7,000
Profit for the year 8,000
Drawings during the year ?

22. What is subscription of not-for-profit 
organisation?

23. Murali and Sethu are partners in a firm. Murali 
is to get a commission of 10% of net profit 
before charging any commission. Sethu is to get 
a commission of 10% on net profit after charging 
all commission. Net profit for the year ended 31st 
March 2019 before charging any commission 
was `1,10,000. Find the amount of commission 
due to Murali and Sethu.
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PART - III
Answer any Seven questions in which Question 
No. 40 is compulsory. 7 × 3 = 21
31. From the following details find out total sales 

made during the year.
Particulars `

Debtors on 1st January 2018 1,30,000
Cash received from debtors 
during the year 4,20,000
Sales returns 35,000
Bad debts 15,000
Debtors on 31st December 2018 2,00,000
Cash Sales 4,60,000

32. How will the following appear in the final 
accounts of Marthandam Women Cultural 
Association?
  `
Stock of sports materials on 1.4.2018 16,000
Sports materials purchased during 
the year 84,000
Stock of sports materials on 31.3.2019 10,000

33. “Favourable location of the business enterprises” 
- will it determine the value of goodwill in a 
partnership firm? Why?

34. Vimal and Athi are partners sharing profits in 

the ratio of 2 : 1. Jeyam is admitted for 1
4

 share 

in the profits. Calculate the new profit sharing 
ratio and sacrificing ratio.

24. The following are the profits of a firm in the last 
five years :
2014 : `10,000;  2015 : `11,000;
2016 : `12,000 ;  2017 : `13,000;
and 2018 : `14,000 Calculate the value of 
goodwill at 2 years purchase of average profit of 
five years.

25. Kayal, Mala and Neela are partners sharing 
profits in the ratio of 2 : 2 : 1. Kayal retires and 
the new profit sharing ratio between Mala and 
Neela is 3 : 2. Calculate the gaining ratio.

26. Muthu Ltd., issued 50,000 shares of `10 each 
payable as follows :
`2 on application; `4 on allotment; `4 on first 
and final call. All money were duly received 
except one shareholder holding 1,000 shares 
failed to pay the call money. Pass the necessary 
journal entries for calls by using calls in arrear 
account.

27. What is Working Capital?

28. Calculate quick ratio :
Total current liabilities `2,40,000;
Total current assets `4,50,000;
Inventories `70,000;
Prepaid expenses `20,000.

29. What is group in Tally. ERP 9?

30. What is under Subscription?

35. Complete the following journal entries :
Journal entries for settlement of the amount due to the deceased partner :
(a) When the amount due is not paid immediately in cash.

Date Particulars L.F Debit
`

Credit
`

Deceased partner’s executor A/c Dr. XXX

     To __________ ______

(b) When the amount due is partly paid in cash immediately.

Date Particulars L.F Debit
`

Credit
`

Deceased partner’s executors A/c Dr. XXX

     To __________ ______

     To __________ ______
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36. Calculate trend percentages for the following particulars of Kurinji Ltd.

Particulars
` in thousands

2015 - 16 2016 - 17 2017 - 18
Revenue from operations 120 132 156
Other income 50 38 65
Expenses 100 135 123

37. From the given information calculate the Inventory turnover ratio of Sania Ltd.

Particulars ` 

Revenue from operations 1,90,000
Inventory at the beginning of the year 40,000
Inventory at the end of the year 20,000
Purchases made during the year 90,000
Carriage inwards 10,000

38. Classify the ratios on the basis of function.

39. What are accounting reports? Classify them.

40. In which Capital method, two accounts are maintained for each partner? Explain.
PART - IV

Answer all the questions. 7 × 5 = 35

41. (a)  Differentiate between statement of affairs and balance sheet.
(OR)

(b) Saran, Arun and Karan are partners in a firm sharing profits and losses in the ratio of 4 : 3 : 3. Their 
balance sheet as on 31.12.2016 was a follows :

Liabilities ` ` Assets ` `
Capital accounts : Buildings 60,000
     Saran 60,000 Machinery 40,000
     Arun 50,000 Investment 20,000
     Karan 40,000 1,50,000 Stock 12,000
General reserve 15,000 Debtors 25,000

Creditors 35,000 Less : Provision for bad debts 1,000 24,000

Cash at Bank 44,000
2,00,000 2,00,000

 Karan retires on 1.1.2017 subject to the following conditions :
(i) Goodwill of the firm is valued at `21,000
(ii) Building to be valued at `80,000
(iii) Machinery to be appreciated by 10%
(iv) Provision for bad debts to be raised to `2,000
(v) Stock to be depreciated by `2,000
(vi) Final amount due to Karan is not paid immediately
(viii) Revaluation profit `21,000

 Prepare Capital Accounts of the partner’s and show the balance sheet of the firm after retirement.
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45. (a) Calculate the value of goodwill at  
5 years purchase of super profit from the 
following information :

(i) Capital employed : `1,20,000
(ii) Normal rate of profit : 20%
(iii) Net profit for 5 years : 
 2014 : `30,000;  2015 : `32,000;
 2016 : 35,000 2017 : `37,000
 and 2018 : `40,000
(iv) Fair remuneration to the partners `2,800 

per annum.
(OR)

(b) Sriram and Raj are partners sharing 
profits and losses in the ratio of 2:1. 
Nelson joins as a partner on 1st April 
2017. The following adjustments are to 
be made :

(i) Increase the value of stock by `5,000.
(ii) Bring into record investment of `7,000 

whch had not been recorded in the books 
of the firm.

(iii) Reduce the value of office equipment by 
`10,000.

(iv) A provision would also be made for 
outstanding wages for `9,500.

 Give Journal entries and prepare revaluation 
account.

46. (a) Jenifer Ltd., issued 10,000 equity shares 
of `10 each at par payable on application  
`3 per share, on allotment ̀ 3 per share, on 
first and final call `4 per share. The issue 
was fully subscribed and all the amounts 
were duly received with the exception of 
100 shares held by Subbu, who failed to 
pay the first and final call. His shares were 
forefeited and reissued to Hema at `7 per 
share. Journalise the above transactions.

(OR)
(b) Explain any five applications of 

computerised accounting system.
47. (a) Give Journal entries for the following :

 (i) Issue of shares for cash in lumpsum
 (ii)  Issue of shares for consideration 

other than cash.
(OR)

(b) Prepare common-size statement of 
financial position for the following 
particulars of Yasmin Ltd., and Sakthi 
Ltd.,

Particulars
Yasmin 

Ltd.
`

Sakthi 
Ltd.

`

I.  EQUITY AND 
LIABILITIES :

1. Shareholder’s fund :
 (a) Share Capital : 2,00,000 3,00,000
 (b) Reserves and Surplus 50,000 60,000
2. Non-Current liabilities :
  Long term borrowings 1,50,000 1,80,000
3. Current liabilities :
 Trade Payables 1,00,000 60,000
 Total 5,00,000 6,00,000
II. ASSETS
1. Non Current assets :
 (a) Fixed assets 2,00,000 3,00,000
 (b)  Non-Current 

Investments 50,000 1,20,000
2. Current assets :
 Inventories 2,00,000 90,000
 Cash and Cash equivalents 50,000 90,000
 Total 5,00,000 6,00,000

ANSWERS
pARt - I

1. (a) An asset
2. (d) `64,000
3. (a) Total Sales = Cash Sales + Credit Sales
4. (d) Sale proceeds of furniture
5. (a) Debit balance or Credit balance
6. (b) 6 months
7. (b) Nominal A/c
8. (a) Goodwill = Weighted average profit × 

 Number of years of purchase
9. (c) 5:3
10. (b) Old Profit Sharing Ratio
11. (b) Capital reserve account
12. (c) To adjust goodwill
13. (b) `3,000
14. (c) Share Capital A/c
15. (c) (1) - (ii), (2) - (iii), (3) - (i), (4) - (iv)
16. (b) Ratio
17. (d) Standard costing
18. (c) 25
19. (c) Long term debt - Expenses payable
20. (c) Both (i) and (ii)
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pARt  - II
21.  Solution :  Statement of Profit or loss for the year ending 31st March 2019

Particulars `
Closing capital as on 31st March 2019 
Add : Drawing during the year

Less: Additional capital introduced during the year
Adjusted closing capital
Less: Opening capital as on 1st January 2018

50,000
5,000

55,000
7,000

48,000
40,000

Profit for the year 8,000

22. (i) Not-for-profit organisations usually collect subscriptions periodically from their member?
(ii) These may be collected monthly, quarterly, half-yearly or yearly.
(iii) All these subscriptions are revenue receipts.

23.  Solution :
Calculation of Commission :

Commission to Murali = Net profit before commission × % of commission
100

    = 1,10,000 × 10
100

 = `11,000
Commission to Sethu :
Net profit after 
Murali’s commission = 1,10,000 – 11,000 = `99,000

Sethu’s commission = Net profit after Murali’s commission × % of commission
(100 + % of commission)

    = 99,000 × 10
(100 + 10)

 = `9,000

24. Solution :

 Goodwill = Average profit × Number of years  of 
purchase

Average profit =
Total profit

Number of years 

 = 10,000+11,000+12,000+13,000+14,000
5

 = 60,000
5

 = ` 12, 000

Average profit = `12, 000
Goodwill = Average profit × Number 
 of years of purchase 
 = 12,000 × 2 = 24,000

 Goodwill = ` 24,000

25. Solution :
 Share gained = New share – Old share

 Mala = 
3
5

2
5

-  = 1
5

 Neela = 2
5

1
5

-  = 1
5

 Therefore, the gaining ratio of Mala and 
Neela is 1:1.
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26. Solution : 

Journal entries

Date Particulars L.F Debit
`

Credit
`

Share first and final call A/c (50,000 × 4)   Dr
 To Share capital A/c
(share first and final call money due)
Bank A/c (49,000 × 4)      Dr
Calls in arrear A/c (1000 × 4)    Dr
 To Share first and final call A/c
(Amount received on calls and not received 
transferred to calls in arrear account)

2,00,000

1,96,000
4,000

2,00,000

2,00,000

27. The term ‘fund’ refers to working capital. Working capital refers to the excess of current assets over current 
liabilities.

 Working Capital = Current Assets – Current Liabilities
28. Solution :

 Quick ratio = Quick Quick
Current

 ratio  assets
 liabilities

=

Quick assets =  Current assets – Inventories – Prepaid expenses
   = `4,50,000 + `70,000 – `20,000
   = `3,60,000

Quick ratio  = 
3 60 000
2 40 000

1 5 1, ,
, ,

. :=

29. In 2009, Tally Solutions introduced the software Tally.ERP 9. The software offers comprehensive business 
management solution. It maintains all books of accounts. Different types of vouchers such as vouchers for 
receipt, payment, sales, purchases, etc., can be used for recording transactions.

30. (i) All the shares offered to the public may not be subscribed in full.
(ii) When the number of shares subscribed is less than the number of shares offered,it is known as 

under subscription.
pARt  - III

31. Solution :

Dr                                             Total Debtors account                                         Cr
Particulars ` Particulars `

To Balance b/d
To Credit sales

(Balancing figure)

1,30,000
5,40,000

6,70,000

By Cash received
By Sales return A/c
By Bad debts
By Balance c/d

4,20,000
35,000
15,000

2,00,000
6,70,000

Total sales = Cash sales + Credit sales
 = 4,60,000 + 5,40,000
 = ` 10,00,000
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32. Solution :

Dr Income and Expenditure Account for the year ended 31st March, 2019 Cr

Expenditure ` ` Income `
To Sports materials consumed :
Opening stock
Add: Purchased in the current year

Less: Closing stock

16,000
84,000

1,00,000
10,000

90,000

Balance Sheet as on 31st March, 2019
Liabilities ` Assets `

Closing Stock of Sports materials 10,000

 Jeyam’s share = 
1
4

 

 Remaining share = 1 – 
1
4

 = 
4 1
4
−

  = 
3
4

 New share of old partners
   = Remaining share × Old 

 share

 Vimal = 
3
4  × 

2
3  = 

6
12

 Athi = 
3
4  × 

1
3

 = 
3
12

 Share of new partner

 Jeyam = 
1
4

 In order to equalise the denominator, multiply 
and divide by 3.

 Jeyam’s share = 
1
4

 × 
3
3

 = 
3
12

 New profit sharing ratio of Vimal, Athi and 
Jeyam

   = 
6
12

 : 
3
12

 : 
3
12

 

    that is, 2 : 1 : 1

33. (i) Yes, it will determine the value of goodwill 
in a partnership firm.

(ii) Because,if the firm is located in a 
prominent place which is easily accessible 
to the customers, it can attract more 
customers.

(iii) Its sales and profit will be higher when 
compared to a firm which is not located 
in a prominent place.

(iv) Hence, it will have high value of goodwill.
34. Solution :
 Computation of sacrificing ratio and new 

profit sharing ratio :
 Since share sacrificed, proportion of share 

sacrificed and new profit sharing ratio are not 
given, it is assumed that the existing partners 
sacrifice in their old profit sharing ratio, that is, 
2:1.

 Sacrificing ratio of Vimal and Athi is 2:1 
 Let the total share be 1

35. Solution :
 (a) When the amount due is not paid immediately in cash.

Date Particulars L.F Debit
`

Credit
`

Deceased partner’s executor A/c Dr. XXX

To Cash / Bank A/c   XXX  
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 COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

(with Answers)
Instructions: (1)  Check the question paper for fairness of printing. If there is any lack of fairness, inform the 

Hall supervisor immediately.
 (2) Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline and pencil to draw the diagrams.

ParT - I 
Note:  (i) all questions are compulsory. 
 (15 × 1 = 15)
 (ii)  Choose the most appropriate answer 

from the given four alternatives and write 
the option code with the corresponding 
answer.

1. Write the expansion of MIDI :
(a) Musical information Digital Interpreter
(b) Musical Instrument Digital Information
(c) Musical Intelligent Digital Interface
(d) Musical Instrument Digital Identifier

2. What is the keyboard shortcut to open a PageMaker 
file?
(a) Ctrl + Q (b) Ctrl + M
(c) Ctrl + N (d) Ctrl + X

3. The horizontal entity in a Table is known as ____.
(a) Key (b) Record
(c) Table (d) Column

4. Which one of the following is not a DDL command?
(a) INSERT (b) CREATE
(c) ALTER (d) DROP

5. In PHP, we can use _____ to comment a single line.
(a) /**/ (b) /?
(c) // (d) #

6. How many types of function are there in PHP?
(a) 5 (b) 4
(c) 3 (d) 2

7. What is the output of the following PHP code?
<?php
$x;
if($x==0)
print “hi”;
else
Print ‘‘how are u”;
?>
(a) no output (b) how are u
(c) hi (d) error

8. Most complicated looping structure in PHP is ______
(a) for (b) while
(c) do...while (d) None of these

9. ______ is a request for data or information from a 
database table or combination of tables.
(a) Code (b) Query
(c) Form (d) Report

10. Computer, which is connected to a network is called : 
(a) device (b) node
(c) system (d) cable

11. What is the expansion of TCP?
(a) Television Control Protocal
(b) Television Control Program
(c) Transmission Control Program
(d) Transmission Control Protocol

12. In domain name, the sequence of labels are separated 
by ______.
(a) - (hyphen) (b) * (Asterisk)
(c) # (Hash) (d) . (dot) 

13. www was invented by ________ .
(a) John Napier (b) Tim Berners Lee
(c) Charles Babbage (d) Blaise Pascal

14. Which of the following notation is used to donate 
IPv4 addresses?
(a) Binary (b) Dotted-decimal
(c) Hexadecimal (d) (a) and (b)

15. Wi-Fi is short name for ______
(a) Wireless Fiber optic (b) Wireless Fidelity
(c) Wired Fidelity 
(d) Wired Fiber optic

ParT - II 

 Note :  Answer any six questions. Question No. 24 is 
compulsory.  (6 × 2 = 12)

16. How will you delete text in PageMaker file?
17. What is text editing?
18. What is primary key?
19. What is trace file?
20. What is form validation in PHP?

Computer Applications
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21. Write short notes about fopen () function in PHP.
22. What is flame wars?
23. What are the types of URL?
24. Write the syntax for : for each loop in PHP

ParT - III 

  Note : Answer any six questions. Question No. 33 is 
compulsory.  (6 × 3 = 18)

25. What is animation? Write its types.
26. What is Master Page?

27. What is the purpose of web server and web browser?

28. What are the four major components of EDI?
29. Write the features of looping structure.
30. Write about database connections in PHP.
31. What is intranet?
32. Write short note on mining in cryptocurrency?
33. What is user defined function? Write the syntax.

ParT - IV 

Answer all of the following questions.  (5 × 5 = 25)

34. (a) Explain different file formats of Multimedia 
files.

    (OR)

 (b)  Explain the tools in PageMaker toolbox.

35. (a)  What is Array? Explain multidimensional array 
in PHP.

    (OR)

 (b) Explain switch statement in PHP.

36. (a)  Explain the process of file handling in PHP.

    (OR)

 (b) Explain MySQLi Queries with examples.

37. (a) Discuss about OSI reference model with its 
layers.

    (OR)

 (b)  Explain the types of network cables.

38. (a) What are the advantages and disadvantages of 
E-Commerce to a consumer?

    (OR)

 (b)  Differentiate Digital Signature and Digital 
Certificates.



Answers
ParT - I

1. (d) Musical Instrument Digital Identifier
2. (c) Ctrl + N
3. (b) Record
4. (a) INSERT
5.  (a), (c) and (d)
6. (C) 3
7. (d) error
8. (a) for
9. (b) Query
10. (b) node
11. (d) Transmission Control Protocol
12. (d) . (dot)
13. (b) Tim Berners Lee
14. (d) (a) and (b)
15. (b) Wireless Fidelity

ParT - II

16. To delete a character, do the following :
 (i) Position the insertion point to the left of the 

character to be deleted.
 (ii) Press Delete key on the keyboard.
    (or)
 (iii) Position the insertion point to the right of the 

character to be deleted.
 (iv) Press Backspace key on the keyboard.
17. Editing means making changes to the text. Editing 

may be inserting and deleting words and phrases, 
correcting errors, and moving and copying text to 
different places in the document

18. This key of relational table identifies each record in 
the table in a unique way.

19. A significant output of simulation is the trace files. 
Trace files can document every incident that happened 
in the simulation and are used for examination.

20. (i) Validation is a process of checking the input 
data submitted by the user from client machine.

 (ii) There are two types of validation available in 
PHP. They are as follows, client-side validation, 
server side validation.

21. PHP Open a File : fopen () is a system function 
available in PHP. This function helps to open a file 
in the server. It contains two parameters one for the 
file and the other one specifies in which mode the file 
should be opened (Read/Write).

22. Flame wars are nothing that lengthy exchange of 
angry or abusive messages between users of an online 
forum or other discussion area.
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23. The URL is divided into 2 types
 (i) Absolute URL (ii) Relative URL
24. Syntax :
 for (init counter; test counter; increment counter) {  

code to be executed;
 }

ParT - III

25. (i) Animation is the process of displaying 
still images so quickly so that they give the 
impression of continuous movement. 

 (ii) In animation the screen object is a vector image.
 (iii)  Using numerical transformations the movement 

of that image along its paths is calculated for 
their defining coordinates.

 (iv)  The least frame rate of at least 16 frames per 
second gives the impression of smoothness 
and for natural looking it should be at least 25 
frames per second.

 (v)  Animations may be in two or three dimensional.
 (vi)  A two dimensional animation, brings an image 

alive, that occur on the flat X and Y axis of the 
screen.

 (vii)  While in three dimensional animation it occurs 
along the three axis X, Y and Z. Animation tools 
are very powerful and effective.

 (viii) The two basic types of animations are Path 
animation and Frame animation.

 Path animation :
 (i)   Path animation involves moving an object on a 

screen that has a constant background.
 (ii)  E.g. a cartoon character may move across 

the screen regardless of any change in the 
background or the character.

 Frame animation
 In frame animations, multiple objects are allowed 

to travel simultaneously and the background or the 
objects also changes.

26. (i) Any text or object that you place on the master 
page will appear on all the document pages to 
which the master is applied.

 (ii) It shortens the amount of time because you 
don’t have to create the same objects repeatedly 
on subsequent pages.

 (iii) Master Pages commonly contain repeating 
logos, page numbers, headers, and footers. 

27. Web server :
 (i)  A web server’s main purpose is to store web files 

and broadcast them over the internet for you 
site visitor’s to see.

(ii) In-essence, a web server is simply a powerful 
computer that stores and transmits data via the 
internet.

(iii) When someone visits a web page on your site 
their browser communicates with your web 
server, sending and receiving information that 
ultimately dictates what appears on the visitor’s 
computer screen. Thus, the main purpose of a 
web server is to store and transfer web site data 
upon the request of a visitor’s browser.

 Web browser :
 A Web browser (commonly referred to as a browser) 

is a software application for accessing information 
on the World Wide Web. Each individual Web page, 
image, and video is identified by a distinct URL, 
enabling browsers to retrieve and display them on the 
user’s device.

28. There are four major components of EDI. They are.
(i) Standard document format
(ii) Translator and Mapper
(iii) Communication software
(iv) Communication network

29. (i) PHP Loop Often when you write code, you 
want the same block of code to run over and 
over again in a row.

(ii) Instead of adding several almost equal code-
lines in a script, we can use loops to perform a 
task.

(iii) Looping structures are useful for writing 
iteration logics.

(iv) It is the most important feature of many 
programming languages, including PHP.

30. Database Connections: Accessing MySQL Database, 
connect to Database Server machine via PHP 
scripting language using Mysqli_connect() Function.
Syntax :
  mysqli_connect(“Server Name “,”User 
Name”,“Password”,“DB Name”);
This function requires four parameters to connect 
to database server. Database Server name, Database 
username, password and Database Name.

31. It is a website used by organizations to provide a 
place where employees can access company related 
information. It is a private network within an 
enterprise to share company data and computing 
resources between the employees.

32. (i) The cryptocurrency units are created by the 
solution of cryptographic tasks called mining.

 (ii) The miners not only generate new monetary 
units, but also initiate new transactions to the 
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block chain. As a reward, they will receive new 
Bitcoins.

 (iii) In terms of trade, the creation of 
cryptocurrencies may be related to the ICO 
(Initial Coin Offer) procedure, i.e. the ICO, 
aimed at gathering the initial capital necessary 
for the further development of the system.

 (iv) The initial value of cryptographic currency 
is just the cost of consumed electricity. The 
secondary value is determined by the demand 
for the cryptocurrency.

33. User Defined Function : User Defined Function 
(UDF) in PHP gives a privilege to user to write own 
specific operation inside of existing program module. 
Two important steps the Programmer has to create 
for users define Functions are: 

Function Declaration : A user-defined Function 
declaration begins with the keyword “function”. User 
can write any custom logic inside the function block. 
 SYNTaX:
 function functionName()
 {
  Custom Logic code to be executed;
 }

ParT - IV

34. (a) File Formats for Multimedia : The following is 
an outline of current file formats used for the 
production and delivery of multimedia data.

(1) Text Formats:
 rTF :
 Rich Text Format is the primary file format 

introduced in 1987 by Microsoft with the 
specification of their published products and 
for cross-platform documents interchange.

 Plain text :
(i) Plain text files can be opened, read, and 

edited with most text editors.
(ii) Commonly used are Notepad (Windows), 

Gedit or nano (Unix, Linux), TextEdit 
(Mac OSX) and so on.

(2) Image Formats :
 TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) :
 (i) This format is common in desktop 

publishing world (high quality output), 
and is supported by almost all software 
packages.

 (ii) Recent versions of TIFF allows 
image compression, and the format 
is comfortable for moving large files 
between computers.

DIB (Device Independent Bitmap) :
A device independent bitmap contains a colour table. 
The colour describes how pixel values corresponds to 
RGB colour values, which describes colors that are 
produced by emitting light.
GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) :
(i) GIF is a compressed image format. Most of the 

computer color images and backgrounds are 
GIF files.

(ii) This file format is best suitable for graphics 
that uses only limited colors, and it is the most 
popular format used for online color photos.

TGa (Tagra) :
It is the first popular format for high-resolution 
images. TGA files are common in animation video 
industry.
PNG (Portable Network Graphics) :
(i) An extensible file format for the less loss, 

portable and well compressed storage of raster 
images.

(ii) PNG acts as replacement for GIF and also 
replaces multiple common uses of TIFF.

(3) Digital audio File Formats :
WaV (Waveform audio File Format)
(i) WAV is the most popular audio file format in 

windows for storing uncompressed sound files.
(ii) In order to attain the reduced file size it can also 

be converted to other file formats like MP3.
MP3 (MPEG Layer-3 Format) :
(i) MPEG Layer-3 format is the most popular 

format for storing and downloading music.
(ii) The MP3 files are roughly compressed to one-

tenth the size of an equivalent WAV file.
(4) Digital Video File Formats :
aVI (audio/Video Interleave) :
AVI is the video file format for Windows. Here 
sound and picture elements are stored in alternate 
interleaved chunks in the file.
MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) :
(i) MPEG is a standard for generating digital video 

and audio compression under the International 
Standards Organization (ISO) by the group of 
people.

(ii) Simply MPEG is the standards for digital video 
and audio compression.

(Or)
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(b) 
 Tool Box Usage

Tool Toolbox Cursor Use

Pointer Tool Used to select, move, and resize text objects 
and graphics.

Text tool Used to type, select, and edit text.

Rotating tool Used to select and rotate objects.

Cropping tool Used to trim imported graphics.

Line tool Used to draw straight lines in any direction.

Constrained line 
tool Used to draw vertical or horizontal lines.

Rectangle tool Used to draw squares and rectangles.

Rectangle frame 
tool

Used to create rectangular placeholders for 
text and graphics.

Ellipse tool Used to draw circles and ellipses.

Ellipse frame tool Used to create elliptical placeholders for 
text and graphics.

Polygon tool Used to draw polygons.

Polygon frame tool Used to create polygonal placeholders for 
text and graphics.

Hand tool Used to scroll the page (an alternative to 
the scroll bar)

Zoom tool Used to magnify or reduce an area of the 
page.

35. (a)  Array is a concept that stores more than one 
value of same data type in single array variable.

 Multidimensional array :
(i) A multidimensional array is an array containing 

one or more arrays.
(ii) PHP understands multidimensional arrays that 

are two, three, four, five, or more levels deep.
(iii) However, arrays more than three levels deep are 

hard to manage for most people.
Example:
<?php
// A two-dimensional array
$student=array
(
array(“Iniyan”,100,96),
array(“Kavin”,60,59),
array(“Nilani”,131,139)
);
echo $$student[0][0].”: Tamil Mark: “.$student [0]
[1].”. English mark: “.$student [0] [2].”<br>”;
echo $$student[1][0].”: Tamil Mark: “.$student [1]
[1].”. English mark: “.$student [1] [2].”<br>”;
echo $$student[2][0].”: Tamil Mark: “.$student [2]
[1].”. English mark: “.$student [2] [2].”<br>”;
?>

(Or)
(b) The switch statement is used to perform different 

actions based on different conditions.
Syntax :
switch (n) {
   case label1:
  code to be executed if n=label1;
  break;
   case label2:
  code to be executed if n=label2;
  break;
   case label3:
  code to be executed if n=label3;
  break;
   ...
   default:
   code to be executed if n is different from 

all labels;
}
Example:
<?php
$favcolor = “red”;
switch ($favcolor) {
 case “red”:
  echo “Your favorite color is red!”;
  break;
 case “blue”:
  echo “Your favorite color is blue!”;
  break;
 case “green”:
  echo “Your favorite color is green!”;
  break;
 default:
    echo “Your favorite color is neither red, 

blue, nor green!”;
}
?>
output:
your favorite color is red.

36. (a)  Files : File handling is an important activity 
of all web application development process. 
Files are processed for different tasks using the 
following events :

(i) PHP Open a File,
(ii) PHP Read a File,
(iii) PHP Close a File,
(iv) PHP Write a File,
(v) PHP Appending a File and
(vi) PHP uploading a File.
PHP Open a File : fopen() is a system function 
available in PHP. This function helps to open a file 
in the server. It contains two parameters one for the 
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    COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

(with Answers)
Instructions : 
 1) Check the question paper for  fairness of printing. If there is any lack of fairness, inform the Hall 

Supervisor immediately.
 2) Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline and pencil to draw diagrams

ParT - I
Note :  (i) all questions are compulsory. (15×1=15)
 (ii)  Choose the most appropriate answer from 

the given four alternatives and write the 
option code and the corresponding answer.

1. Character formatting consists of which of the 
following text properties?
(a) Italic   (b) Underline
(c) Bold   (d) All of the above

2. Expand JPEG :
(a) Joint Processor Experts Group
(b) Joint Photo Exports Gross
(c) Joint Photographic Expression Group
(d) Joint Photographic Experts Group

3. The _______ diagram gives a logical structure of the 
database graphically.
(a) Entity-Role
(b) Entity-Relationship
(c) Entity-Database (d) Entity-Key

4. What is the default extension for PHP?
(a) .php (b) .html (c) .ph (d) .xml

5. _______ stores more than one value of the same data 
type in single array variable.
(a) Indexed array  (b) Array
(c) Multi-Dimensional array
(d) Function

6. The loop exclusively used for array is _______.
(a) for   (b) While
(c) for each   (d) Do while

7. SQL can be expanded as _________.
(a) Script Query Language
(b) Special Query Language
(c) Server Query Language
(d) Structured Query Language

8. Which of the following will be an easy way to use 
Internet and the public telecommunication system to 
securely share business’s information with suppliers, 
partners and customers?
(a) Arpanet   (b) Extranet
(c) Arcnet   (d) Intranet

9. WWW was invented by _________.
(a) Tim Berners Lee (b) Blaise Pascal
(c) John Napier  (d) Charles Babbage

10. assertion (a) : The web-sites of the first wave dotcom 
companies were only in English.

 reason (r) : The dotcom companies of the first wave 
are mostly American companies.
(a) (a) is true and (r) is false.
(b) Both (a) and (r) are correct and (r) is the 

correct explanation of (a).
(c) (a) is false and (r) is true.
(d) Both (a) and (r) are correct and (r) is not the 

correct explanation of (a).
11. Pick the odd one in credit card transaction.

(a) Marketing Manager (b) Card Holder
(c) Acquirer   (d) Merchant

12. The websites secured by SSL - Secure Socket Layer 
protocols can be identified using ______.
(a) htmls:/ /   (b) html:/ /
(c) https:/ /   (d) http:/ /

13. The versions of EDIFACT are also called as ________.
(a) Directories  (b) Message Types
(c) Folders   (d) Subsets

14. PHP is a ________ programming language.
(a) Object side  (b) Client side
(c) File side   (d) Server side

15. Statement which is used to make choice between two 
options and only option is to be performed is written 
as:
(a) then else statement (b) if statement
(c) else one statement (d) if else statement

ParT - II 
Note :  Answer any six questions. Q.No. 24 is 

compulsory.  (6 × 2 = 12)
16. List out video file formats with exapnsion.
17. Write the Syntax of Switch... case statement in php.
18. Write the difference between SQL and MYSQL.
19. List out the looping structure in PHP.
20. Write a note on Parameterized functions inPHP.
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21. Write the difference between wired and wireless 
networks.

22. Is PHP a case sensitive language?
23. Differentiate Check box and Radio button.
24. Write the command and shortcut key to cut and paste 

a block of a document in Abode PageMaker.

ParT - III
Note :   Answer any six questions. Q.No. 33 is 

compulsory.  (6 × 3 = 18)
25. How will you insert page numbers in Master Page?
26. What is the relationship in databases? List its types.
27. Write short notes on PHP operator.
28. Differentiate if statement and if elseif else statement.
29. What is electronic fund transfer?
30. Expand ARPANET, STP and USB.
31. Write any 3 uses of Open Source Network Software.
32. Compare Internet, Intranet and Extranet.
33. Write the output of the following PHP code.
 <?php>
 $S=array(11, 333, 7777);
 foreach($S as $V)
  print $V “<br>”;
 <?>

ParT - IV

Note : Answer all of the following questions.
 (5 × 5 = 25)
34. (a)  Explain the functions of conditional statements 

in PHP.
(Or)

 (b)  (i) Define a Text block.
  (ii)  How will you create and move a Text 

Block?
35. (a)  Explain the PHP Data Types with examples.

(Or)
 (b)  Compare and contrast Credit Card, Debit Card 

and Stored Value Card. 
36. (a)  Write a PHP code to do the following:
  (i)  If the given number ‘n’ is divisible by 3, 

then print “DIVISIBLE BY 3”.
  (ii)  Otherwise, check whether the number ‘n’ 

is odd or even.
   - if even print “EVEN NUMBER”
   - if odd print “ODD NUMBER”

(Or)
 (b) What is domain name space? Explain.
37. (a)  Explain the multi-Dimensional array in PHP 

with any suitable example program.
(Or)

 (b)  Define a key and primary key. Explain the types 
of key. 

38. (a)  Explain the Form Handling methods in PHP.
(Or)

 (b)  Write a PHP code to print all the odd numbers 
from 3 to 15 using foreach loop.



Answers
ParT - I

1. (d) All of the above(

2. (d) Joint Photographic Experts Group

3. (b)  Entity-Relationship

4. (a) .php

5. (b) Array

6. (c) for each

7. (d) Structured Query Language

8. (b) Extranet

9. (a) Tim Berners Lee

10. (b)  Both (A) and (B) are correct and (R) is the 
correct explanation of (A).

11. (a) Marketing Manager

12. (c) https: //

13. (a) Directories

14. (d) Server side

15. (d) if else statement

ParT - II

16. (i) AVI – Audio / Video Interleave
 (ii) MPEG – Moving Picture Experts Group

17. switch (n) {
 case label1:
  code to be executed if n=label1;
  break;
 case label2:
  code to be executed if n=label2;
  break;
 case label3:
  code to be executed if n=label3;
  break;
 ...
 default:
   code to be executed if n is different from  all 

labels;
}
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18. 

Sl.
No. SQL MySQL

1. It is used in the 
accessing, updating 
and manipulation of 
data in a database.

It is an RDBMS that allows 
keeping the data that exists 
in a database organized.

2. SQL is a structured 
query language.

MySQL is a database 
software.

3. SQL does not 
provide connectors.

MySQL offers an 
integrated tool called 
'MySQL Workbench' 
to design and develop 
databases.

19. (i) for Loop
 (ii) foreach Loop
 (iii) While Loop
 (iv) Do While Loop

20. (i)  PHP Parameterized functions are the functions 
with parameters or arguments. 

 (ii)  Required information can be shared between 
function declaration and function calling part 
inside the program.

21. 

Wired network Wireless network

A Wired network system 
connected with network 
cable . For example 
speakers, CCTV, 
printers, outdoors, 
and scanners etc., with 
cables.

A Wireless network 
is connecting devices 
like tablets(tab), indoor 
cameras
and E-readers, etc., 
without cables (WiFi).

22. (i)  Yes, PHP is a case sensitive language both upper 
and lower case are treated differently. 

 (ii)  Example: $x and $X are different variable 
names.

23. (i)  A checkbox allows the user to select more than 
one item, while a radio button only can indicate 
a single selection at a time.

 (ii)  Also with a radio button, if the user selects 
a different choice their previous becomes 
deselected automatically.

24. The selected text can be easily cut and pasted in the 
required location.

 To cut and paste text .
 1. Select the text to be moved.
 2.  Choose Edit > Cut in the menu bar.

 3.  Insertion point is moved to the place where the 
text is to be pasted.

 4.  Choose Edit > Paste in the menu bar. 

 The following keyboard shortcuts can be used to 
move text

  Ctrl + X → to Cut
  Ctrl + V → to Paste

ParT - III

25. (i) Click on Master Pages icon.
 (ii)  Then click on Text Tool. Now the cursor 

changes to I - beam.
 (iii)  Then Click on the left Master page where you 

want to put the page number.
 (iv) Press Ctrl + Alt + P.
 (v)  The page number displays as ‘LM’ on the left 

master page.
 (vi)  Similarly click on the right Master page where 

you want to put the page number.
 (vii) Press Ctrl + Alt + P.
 (viii)  The page number displays as ‘RM’ on the right 

master page, but will appear correctly on the 
actual pages.

26. In ER Model, relationship exists between two entities. 
Three types of relationships are available and the 
Entity-Relationship(ER) diagram is based on the 
three types listed below.

 (i)  One-to-One relationship: One-to-one (1:1) 
relationship is said to exist in a relational 
database design, if 0 or 1 instance of entity A is 
associated with 0 or 1 instance of entity B, and 0 
or 1 instance of entity B is associated with 0 or 1 
instance of entity A.

 (ii)  One-to-Many relationship: One-to-many 
(1:N) relationship is said to exist in a relational 
database design, for 1 instance of entity A there 
exists 0 or 1 or many instances of entity B, but 
for 1 instance of entity B there exists 0 or 1 
instance of entity A.

 (iii)  Many-to-Many relationship: Consider 
two entities A and B. many-to-many (M:N) 
relationship is said to exist in a relational 
database design, for 1 instance of entity A there 
exists 0 or 1 or many instances of entity B, and 
for 1 instance of entity B there exists 0 or 1 or 
many instance of entity A.
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